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I.

PREFACE
The South Carolina Department of Health and Environmental
Control

( DHEC) has prepared this document pertaining to ground-

water contamination in South Carolina in response to South Carolina
State Senate Resolution, Calendar No. S. 1041 (Figure 1).

The

Department understands that all persons do not have an equal understanding of the ground-water resource; therefore, a general discussion of South Carolina's ground water and hydrogeology is included
for information and precedes the requested reports on:
- Citations of significant sources of potential ground-water
contamination;
- Documentation of the current status of ground-water contamination;
- Recommended strategies to protect the State's ground-water
quality.

vi
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RECEIVED
JUN 2 3 1982

Calendar No. S. 1041

L;R Ou NO- WA TER

FROTECTI ON DIVISION
By SENATOR GARRISON
S. Printer's No. 455-S.

Introduced May 25, 1982.

A SENATE RESOLUTION
To Request the Department of Health and Environmental Control to
Report to the General Assembly by the Beginning of Its 1983
Session Certain Information Pertaining to Groundwater Contaminati on.
W hereas, the Senate recognizes the unique economic value of
groundwater as a source of drinking water for approximately sixtyfive percent of the State's population; and
Whereas, the Senate recognizes the importance of groundwater to
industry and agriculture ; and
vVhereas, the Senate believes that groundwater resources are a
most valuable public resource and as such demand the exercise of
good stewardship; and
Whereas, the Senate recognizes the benefits of exercising a high
level of protection of groundwater from contamination; and
vVhereas, technology now exists whereby waste materials may be
satisfactorily stored and disposed of in ways which will not jeopardize
the purity of groundwater supplies. Now, therefore,
Be it resolved by the Senate :
That the Senate hereby requests the Department of H ealth and
Environmental Control to report to the General Assembly by the
beginning of its 1983 session information concerning:
( 1) citations of significant sources of potential groundwater contamination ;
(2 ) documentation of the current status of groundwater contamination;
( 3) recommended strategies to protect the State's groundwater
quality.

Be it further resolved that a copy of this resolution be forwarded
to the Commissioner of the Department of Health and Environmental
Control.
--XX--

Figure 1.

SENATE RESOLUTION
vi i

II.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The

South

Carolina

Senate,

recognizing

the

importance of

ground water and the fact that its contaminatio n is essentially
permanent,

has requested that the South Carol ina Department of

Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) report certain information
pertaining to ground-wate r contaminati on.

The importance of pro-

tecting ground-wate r quality in South Carolina lies in the fact
I

that approximate ly 60 percent of the
water, mostly untreated.

population drinks ground

It has recently become obvious, because

ground water lacks visibility, that it has been ignored and abused,
and that correcting the mistakes of the past is nearly impossible.
Prevention of ground-wate r poll uti on is far more cost effective
than after-the-f act abatement.
As background for understandin g ground-wate r contaminatio n and
the possible consequence s, a general
is necessary.

understan~ing

of hydrogeology

Hydrogeology can be defined as the study of ground

water with particular emphasis given to its chemistry, mode of
migration, and relation to the geologic environment.

The geologic

formations which store and yield ground water are aquifers which
can be artesian (confined) or water-table (unconfined ).

An aquifer

is generally recharged (replenished ) by infiltrating precipitatio n
in its recharge area where it is near the land surface.

In the

recharge area, any contaminant s introduced into the subsurface can
enter the aquifer.

Ground water slowly flows through the aquifer

from the recharge area toward the surface-wat er discharge area or
to wells.

Since ground water discharges to surface-wat er bodies

and since surface water can enter aquifers, the two must be jointly
considered.
-1-

Six

major

aquifer

systems

have been

designated

in South

which occurs

statewide

Carolina:
Shallow

Water-Table

Aquifer System

Igneous and t•1etamorphi c Bedrock Aquifer System which occurs in
the entire Piedmont
Tertiary

Sand

Aquifer

System

in the

Upper Coastal

Plain

Tertiary Limestone Aquifer System in the Lower Coastal Plain
Black Creek/Peedee Aquifer System in the eastern and central
Lower Coastal Plain
Middendorf Aquifer System in the entire Coastal Plain.
These aquifers overlap and vary greatly in productivity and
water quality,
criteria as

however,

all

are suitable and meet the federal

.. underground sources of drinking water ...

The significant sources of potential ground-wate r contamination categorical ly include the following activities:
Disposal

of wastes such as sewage, sludges, and industrial

wastewaters on the land surface
Accidental

spills

of

petroleum

products

and

hazardous

materials
The improper use of fertilizers and pesticides
The leaching of animal wastes from feedlots
The stockpiling of wastes and raw materials
The infiltration of polluted surface water
The burial of wastes (landfills)
The storing of wastes and raw materials in surface impou.ndments

-2-

The disposal of household wastes by septic tanks
The storage of petroleum products and raw materials in buried
tanks
The artificial recharge of aquifers
The loss or disposal of liquids through sumps and dry wells
The burial of large numbers of animal bodies
The injection of wastes into wells
The overpumping of wells (aquifer depletion)
The improper construction and abandonment of wells
The storage of wastes and raw materials in deep excavations
The assignment of relative significance to the activities is
canplex and subjective.

The more serious threats to ground-wate r

quality in South Carol ina are considered to be:

surface impound-

ments; landfills; underground tanks and pipelines; land disposal of
wastes; and accidental spills.
The current status of ground-wate r contaminatio n in South
Carolina is that the quality is predominantly excellent, except
that there are numerous local contaminatio n incidents, which vary
greatly in scale and severity.
such

Since 1975, DHEC has discovered 157

occurrences of ground-wate r contaminati on.

supply wells are

known

to

have

been

Ninety water-

abandoned as

sources of

drinking water because of contaminati on.
The recommended strategies to protect the State•s ground-wate r
quality are presented, recognizing the complexity of interrelatio nships,

both

technical

and administrat ive.

therefore, are presented in two contexts.

The recommendations,
The first dealing with

immediately available options which could be accomplished through
existing programs without major medications .
-3-

The second dealing

with longer-rang e, more controversi al options which would require
considerabl e promotion and legislation .
In

the area of modifying existing programs, South Carolina

appears to be in a good position in that the statutory authority to
prevent pollution is centered in one agency (DHEC), which facilitates State and Federal coordinatio n.

Because adequate regulatory

programs have evolved or because the potential threat is minimal,
no changes are recommended for:
feedlots;

stockpiles;

surface

impoundments;

simple

procedural

land disposal of wastes; animal

infiltration

of

and graveyards.

change

in

the

polluted

surface

For accidental

implementat ion

water;

spills, a

of

energency

response protocol is necessary with the goal of minimizing groundwater

impact.

The

regulation

requires more coordination

of

between

pesticides
Clemson

and

fertilizers

University and DHEC.

The landfilling of non-hazardou s waste calls for strict adherence
to existing ground-wate r-protection provisions, encouraging conservation and resource recovery in lieu of burial of waste in landfills.

For septic tanks,

a regulatory modication

is needed to

provide for the consideratio n of the collective impact of septics
tanks.

New regulations controlling future storage tanks and pipe-

lines are required, and underground leaks from existing facilities
should be treated with the same 1 evel of effort as surface spi 11 s.
Artificial
best

be

federally
mented

recharge, sumps and dry wells, and injection wells can
controlled
mandated

by DHEC.

through
Underground

the

proposed

regulations

Injection Control

Program

of

the

imple-

Extremely close coordination is needed between
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DHEC and Water Resources Commission regarding water-supply wells
and overpumping in capacity-use areas.

A single pennit, issued by

DHEC with appropriate input from Water Resources Commission, is the
most effective method of reducing burdensome and sometimes conflicting

penn it

conditions.

acceptable water-level
areas.

A management

decline,

is

goal,

regarding

an

needed in both capacity-use

Ground-wate·r data collection and storage, currently con-

ducted by DHEC and Hater Resources Commission (and U.S. Geological
Survey)

for

economic

reasons

shouJd

be consolidated

into

the

existing computer capabilities of DHEC, through EPA's STORET system
which would facilitate compliance with federal reporting requirements.

An additional regulation, pursuant to the Pollution Control

Act, is needed to control the ground-water-co ntamination aspects of
underground storage.
In a broader perspective, there are several overriding strategic elements, crossing the lines between the previously discussed
activities, which are considered essential for the proper protection of the ground-water resource.

The first need has been ful-

filled by the Senate Resolution, recognizing the unique economic
value of ground water and the benefits of exercising a high level
of

its

protection.

The absence of a well-defined goal , which

clearly has as its purpose the protection of ground-water quality,
is a major obstacle, rooted in the hodgepodge of federal
dealing with ground water.

laws

The shift of federal responsibility

back to the states provides an excellent opportunity for South
Carolina to establish its own goals and carry out a comprehensive
ground-water-p rotection

program

Carolina.

-5-

su "ited

to

the

needs

of

South

The recanmended program should be built around three basic
points.
/

First, the highest priority should be assigned to the

preservat ion of high-qual ity aquifers.

Second, the water-qua lity

objective for such aquifers should be non-degra dation.

Finally,

the major mechanism for achieving the non-degra dation of highquality aquifers should be the regulation of land use to prohibit
polluting activitie s within critical recharge zones.

III. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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i n typing
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Raymond L.

Knox for assistanc e
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IV. INTRODUCTION
Ground

water

is

a vast natural

resource of incomparable

economic importance to agricultu re, industry, and everyday life.
Because ground water lacks visibility , it is difficult to understand and easy to forget.

Ignorance has 1ed to its abuse, and

this abuse to the endangering of critical suppl i es.
Ground water constitut es 97 percent of the planet's supply of
unfrozen fresh water.

In the United States, ground water accounts

for 80 to 90 percent of the available water supply, most of it
consumed without treatment , and it is the source of drinking water
for approxima tely 50 percent of all U.S. residents .

Drinking water

accounts for about 18 percent of the fresh ground water withdrawn
-6-

each year.

Ground water is relied upon for drinking water to

different degrees throughout the nation, but more so in rural than
in urban areas.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has

estimated that 96 percent of all rural drinking water comes from
ground-\~a ter

sources, in contrast to 20 percent of urban needs.

Likewise in South Carolina, ground water accounts for practically
all

domestic drinking

water in

rural

areas.

Approximately 60

percent of South Carolina•s population utilize ground water as a
source of drinking water and of the approximately 2500 public water
systems, 2400 use ground water.
Ground
resource.

water

has

always

been

of

as

a

pristine

Recent information, however, reveals that in many loca-

tions, ground water is contaminated.
nation comes
materials.

thought

Data show that this contami-

from different sources and includes a variety of
These substances, some toxic, are increasingly being

found in ground water and, because ground water is widely used for
drinking purposes, often pose unacceptable risks to human health.
The massive national pollution cleanup effort associated with
landmark environmental

legislation of the early 197o•s largely

ignored ground water and, in fact, probably increased ground-water
contamination by encouraging diversion of pollutants from the air
and surface waters to the ground.
Correcting

ground-water

contamination

is

time-consuming,

expensive, and, in many cases, virtually impossible.

All in all,

prevention of ground-water pollution is far more cost-effective
than after-the-fact abatement.

The only satisfactory long-range

control strategy for the protection of the quality of the State • s

-7-

ground-wate r resources is pollution prevention through sound management programs.
In order to understand ground-wate r contaminatio n and the
possible consequences, it is first necessary to present some background on the nature of our ground-wate r resources.
A.

Introduction to Hydrogeology
Hydrogeology can be defined as the study of ground water
with

particular emphasis given to

its chemistry, mode of

migration, and relation to the geologic environment.

Ground

water may be defined as subsurface water that occurs beneath a
water table or potentiomet ric surface in soils or rocks or in
geologic formations that are saturated.

Aquifers, the subsur-

face permeable formations which contain ground water and which
can yield significant amounts of water to wells and springs,
underlie most of the nation.

The usable amount of ground

water an aquifer will yield depends on its permeability (the
amount of water that it can deliver, per unit-area, for a
fixed amount of time) and its porosity (the ratio of open
spaces

in

the

formation

to

the

total

rock

volume).

(Burmaster, 1982).
The

two

types of aquifers are

confined (Figure 2).

termed unconfined and

Hydrologica lly these aquifers act in

considerabl y different manners.

An unconfined or water-table

aquifer is one in which the water table, or free water surface,

forms

the

upper boundary and

-8-

is under atmospheric

Piezometric level

Consolidated rock

Figure 2.

Ground-water phase of the hydrologic cycle.
(From Johnson, 1960, p. 17)

pressure.

The water level in a well in an unconfined aquifer

rests at the water table.

A confined or artesian aquifer is

one that is confined between two aquitards (formation of 1ow
permeability).

The water in a confined aquifer is under

hydrostatic pressure and will rise in a well to a point above
the top of the aquifer.

Generally confined aquifers occur at

depth and unconfined aquifers near ground surface (Freeze and
Cherry, 19 79) •
Aquifers are generally recharged by infiltrating precipitat ion.

The

"recharge zone"

of an aquifer is

that 1and

surface area where the aquifer is at the surface (outcrop
area) or near the surface (subcrop area) in which water (i.e.,
infiltrating precipitation) is regularly added to the aquifer.
Pollutants may be carried into the aquifers through recharge

-9-

zones.

The

intensity

of

the

recharge,

the size of the

recharge zone relative to the size of the aquifer, and the
extent to which the recharge zone has clear boundaries may
vary considerably.
gravity

from

Ground water flows under the influence of

the recharge

zone toward

eventual

discharge

either naturally to surface waters or through wells at a rate
dependent on many hydrologic

factors.

Flow rates through

aquifers are generally extremely slow compared to the movement
of surface water; tens to thousands of years may pass between
the time of recharge and the time of discharge.

Contaminants

that enter an aquifer move in the di recti on of the overa 11
ground-water flow, generally forming an elongated contamination plume that disperses slowly.

The dimensions (length/

width/depth) of such contamination plumes can be determined by
drilling and sampling wells, surface geophysics, and other
data-collection

methods

which,

when

interpreted

with

the

geology of the area, can be used to predict the ultimate fate
of the contaminated ground water.

The significance of the

contamination is dictated by the nature and concentration of
the contaminants, the dimensions of the plume (especially the
depth), and its ultimate fate.
Understanding

several

hydrologic

effective ground-water management.

facts

is crucial

to

First, since ground and

surface waters are connected, each cannot be cons ide red in
total isolat i on from the other; polluted ground water will in
most cases discharge eventually to the surface, and polluted
surface waters can, i n some cases, contam i nate ground water.

-10-

Second, because ground water has such 1ow rates of flow and
dispersion, the nature of and possible remedies for its pollution are singular.

On the one hand, pollution of a portion of

an aquifer need not have any effect on safe use of the rest of
the aquifer.

Conversely, once an aquifer section is polluted,

it may remain polluted indefinitely, even if the source of

pollution is removed.

Though the water may be treated at the

time of withdrawal, cleanup of the aquifer itself is difficult
and usually prohibitively expensive.
B.

Introduction to Ground Water in South Carolina
South Carolina has been divided into three major physiographic provinces; the Blue Ridge, Piedmont, and Coastal Plain
{Figure 3).

Within the three physiographic provinces of South

Carolina occur six major aquifer systems.

All six aquifer

systems meet the state definition for an Underground Source of
Drinking Water.

In South Carol ina, an

11

Underground source of

drinking water 11 means an aquifer or its portion:
(1)

Which supplies any public water system; or,

(2)

Which contains a sufficient quantity of ground water to
supply a public water system; and,
(a)

Currently supplies drinking water for human consumption; or,

(b)

Contains water with fewer than ten thousand milligrams per liter total dissovled solids.

The following discussion of hydrogeology of South Carolina is
derived primarily from the work of Harris and Ferguson ( 1978)
and Padgett and Hardee (1982).
-11-

The Blue Ridge province in South Carolina occurs only in
the northwestern corner of Oconee County.
/

The rocks of the

Blue Ridge province consist primarily of granite and metamorphosed schists and gneisses that have been folded and faulted.
The ground water in this area is generally excellent but it
may be vulnerable to pollution from surface sources.
Fractures in bedrock exposed at the surface where there
is little or no soil mantle (saprolite) provide an easy route
for

contaminants

to enter the ground-water system,

since

infiltration is rapid and there is little or no opportunity
for renovation.

The soils in this area are not uniform and

vary with slope, depth and drainage.

The subsoil and depth to

bedrock are highly variable, depending on location, parentrock type, and weathering.
The Piedmont provi nee comprises the area from the Blue
Ridge to the Upper Coastal Plain (Figure 3).

The rocks in the

Piedmont consist of varied degrees of metamorphosed folded and
faulted schists, phyllites and gneisses intruded by granites
and cut by diabase and diorite dikes.
The Piedmont soils are generally thicker than the Blue
Ridge soils and vary in composition with the parent bedrock
from which they have weathered to form saprolite.

Depth to

bedrock varies from surface outcrop to as much as 100 feet.
Ground-water contamination may occur when fractured rock is at
the surface or when soi 1 and saprolite have been removed or
penetrated by surface water.

Ground water in the Piedmont is

generally of excellent quality and related to the rock type in
which it occurs.

-12-

I - Blue Ri dge
II - Piedmont
III - r.oastal Plain
a.

Upper Coastal Plain
(1)

Aiken Plateau

(2)

Cong~r·ee

Saud Hills

b.

Middle Coastal Plain

c.

lower Coastal Pla in

Figure 3.

Map of the physiographic provinces of South Carolina.

The Coastal Plain physiographic province is divided into
three Regional provinces, the Upper, Middle, and Lower Coastal
Plain which lie between the Piedmont and the Atlantic Ocean
(Figure 3).

The Upper Coastal Plain comprise two subprov-

inces, the Aiken Plateau and the Congaree Sand Hills, both of
which

consist of fluvial

and eolian sediments and varying

percentages of quartz sand and gravel
kaolinitic clay.

mixed with silt and

Wells in the Sand Hills area are drilled

into the permeable-sand sections in the sediment or into the
fractured

crystalline

rocks

which

underlie

the

sediment.

Water quality in the sediment of the Upper Coastal Plain is
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excellent
solids,

for

most

usages with very low total

dissolved

is soft and acidic, with localized excessive iron
/

concentrations.

The penneabl e conditions in the upper soi 1

profile in the Sand Hills area create a potential hazard to
ground water in that any contaminant which falls on the ground
or which is disposed of in sandy areas will rapidly percolate
to the water table.

The contaminated water may then move with

the shallow ground-water flow, without the opportunity to be
renovated by a more clayey soil which allows for better filtration, ion exchange, and sorption of contaminants.
The

sediments

associated

with

the

Middle

and

Lower

Coastal Plain are sand, silt, gravel, shale, marl, clay, and
1imestone.

The sedimentary section thickens to the southeast

to about 4,000 feet thick in the Beaufort-Hi 1ton Head area.
The unconsolidated and semiconsol idated sediments of the
Coastal Plain store vast amounts of potable ground water and
are utilized for domestic, industrial, irrigation, and public
water supply systems.
surficial

Similar to the Upper Coastal Plain, the

soils are more penneable in the Middle and Lower

Coastal Plain and the shallow \>later-table aquifer, which is
used mainly for domestic supplies in rural

areas, may be

easily contaminated.
1.

Shallow Water-Table Aquifer System
The shallow aquifer in South Carolina is composed of
surficial sediments in the Coastal Plain and Sand Hills;
and fluvial

sediments and saprolite in the Piedmont and

-14-
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T
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D

Piedmont/Blue Ridge
saprolite

Coastal Plain sediments and
Piedmont/Blue Ridge fluvial
sediments

Figure 4.

Map showing location of the Shallow-WaterTable Aquifer System. (From Padgett and
Hardee, 1982).

recent age sediments of the Coastal Plain, which comprise
the shallow aquifers in the lower half of the State, are
composed primarily of unconfined sands and gravels interbedded with layers of clay.

The thickness of the shallow

aquifer in the Coastal Plain generally ranges from 0 to
80 feet, depending upon the physiographic province and
depth to any underlying confining zones (clay strata).
-15-

•

•

The shallow aquifer in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge
Provinces is composed of weathered igneous and metamorphic

rocks

overlain, usually within

/

the

flood

plain

valleys, by gravels, sands, and clays of more recent age.
The shallow aquifer system in the Piedmont/Blue Ridge
generally ranges from 0 to 100 feet thick.

Recharge to

the shallow water-table aquifer system occurs at the
ground

surface

by

infiltration

The major aquifers

into surficial

soils.

of South Carol ina are almost

everywhere overlain by the shallow aquifer system, consisting of a thin veneer of shallow sediments which mask
the

near-surface

aquifer systems.

occurrence

(subcrop)

of

the

major

The hydrologic relationship between the

shallow aquifer and the underlying aquifers is not always
known, but because of the nature and thinness of the
shallow

sediments,

it

is

probable

that

this

aquifer

serves as a source of recharge for the underlying major
aquifers.
The shallow aquifer is an easily developed source of
water but because of the varying, sometimes low yields,
seasonal fluctuations in water levels, and susceptibility
to contamination, this aquifer system is not commonly
utilized as a source of public drinking water except
along the immediate coast.

Individual wells developed in

the shallow aquifer in the Coastal Plain generally range
in yield from 3 to 50 gpm, with the higher yields from
multiple sand-point well systems.

In the Piedmont/Blue

Ridge, the unconfined ground water tends to accumulate in
-16-

the saprolite overlying the bedrock.
dug

and

bored

wells

are

Most of the hand

constructed

in

this

zone.

Shallow wells in the Piedmont/Blue Ridge generally yield
3 to 20 gpm.
2.

Igneous and·

~1etamorphic

The Igneous and

Bedrock Aquifer System

t~etamorphic

Bedrock Aquifer System

extends over both the Blue Ridge and the Piedmont physiographic provinces.

The Igneous and

~1etamorphic

Bedrock

Aquifer System is a major source of potable water for
rural areas in the northern section of the state (Figure
5).

There are, at present, about 1400 public water-

supply wells developed in the bedrock aquifer.

In the

rural areas of the Piedmont/Blue Ridge there is a complete dependence on the aquifer for domestic use.
Yields as high as 400 gallons per minute (gpm) have
been reported for single wells, with average yields of 15
to 30 gpm per well.

Recharge to the Igneous and Meta-

morphic Bedrock Aquifer System occurs from precipitat i on,
directly,

in outcrop areas, and indirectly from inflow

from overlying saprolite and alluvium.
3.

Tertiary Sand Aquifer System
The Tertiary Sand Aqu i fer System extends over parts
of

the

Upper

Coastal

(Figure 3).
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Plain
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------·
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y
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L

Igneous and Metamorphic
Aquifer System
Subcrop

.B~ d rock

Figure 5.

Map showing location of Igneous and
Metamorphic Bedrock Aquifer System Subcrop.
(From Padgett and Hardee, 1982)

The Tertiary Sand

Aquifer

System is composed of

sands, gravels, clays, marls, and unconsolidated lir:1estones of varying depositional environments.
of formations
l~ingo

Two groups

comprise this aquifer system--the Black

Group and the Orangeburg Group (Figure 6).
Deposits

subcrop areas

of

the

Black

Mingo

Group,

within

the

in conjunction with the overlying sedi-

ments, are sometimes believed to be part of the Shallow
Water-Table Aquifer.
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Yields of 300 to 500 gpm per well
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Figure 6.

- - ---

~1ap

showing location of the Tertiary Sand
Aquifer System showing area of subcrop for the
Black Mingo Group and Orangeburg Group
(From Padgett and Hardee, 1982)

have been obtained from the Tertiary Sand Aquifer System
for

large

irrigation

systems

in

Sumter,

Calhoun and

eastern Richland counties.
In subcrop areas, the Orangeburg Group is hydraulically connected to the overlying sediments and is considered

to be part of the Shallow Water- Table Aquifer.

Yields of up to 350 gpm per well have been reported for
the aqu ifers of the Orangeburg Group.
Both the

Black Mingo and

Orangeburg

Groups are

important sources of ground water for domestic, indus-19-

----'

trial,

agricultura l,

and public water supply systems.

The Black Mingo is the major artesian aquifer of the
Tertiary Sand system.
occurs

in

the

Recharge to the Tertiary Sands

subcrop areas

(Figure 6).

The water

quality of the aquifers is variable, but normally good.
4.

Tertiary Limestone Aquifer System
The Tertiary Limestone Aquifer System is a series of
limestones ranging in age from Eocene to

t~iocene

7).

series are, in

The

formations

included

in

this

(Figure

ascending order, the Santee-Ocal a Limestone, the Cooper,
and the Hawthorn.

The Santee-Ocal a and Cooper Formations

comprise the principal artesian aquifer, a primary source
of ground water in the southwestern Lower Coastal Plain
of South Carolina.
Portions of the Hawthorn and Cooper Formations, e.g.
11

Cooper Marl

11

,

are excellent confining beds (aquicludes)

between the shallow water-table aquifer and the underlying principal artesian aquifer.

Presently, little is

known about the hydraulic properties and continuity of
these confining beds.

However, it is known

that if the

beds are breached and/or not extensive, the principal
artesian

aquifer

is

being directly recharged

by the

shallow aquifer (Hardee, 1982).
In the Burton community, Beaufort County, significant recharge is taking place in what is referred to as
the

11

Burton High. 11

The name initially referred to the
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Tertiary Limestone
Aquifer Sys tern

Figure 7.

Map showing location of the Tertiary Limestone
Aquifer System subcrop. (From Padgett and
Hardee, 1982)

near-surfac e occurrence of the principal artesian aquifer
near Burton, South Carolina.

Later, the existence of

a potentiomet ric high in the limestone aquifer at the
same location added more significance to the name by
indicating the area to be a recharge zone to the principal artesian aquifer, i.e., the term "high" carries a
stratigraph ic

and

potentiomet ric

1982).
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connotation

(Hardee,

.

..

-•
-• ~

The

Santee-Ocala

Limestone

subcrops

in

southern

Orangeburg, Berkeley, Dorchester, northeastern Charleston, northwestern Colleton, and southwestern Clarendon
counties.

The formation consists of a wedge of limestone

which deepens and thickens toward the coast.

Yields from

the aquifer range from an average 80 to 120 gpm to as
high as 3000 gpm per well in down-dip areas.
is

utilized

for domestic,

industrial,

The aquifer

irrigation

and

The Cooper Formation, Eocene in age, subcrops

in

public water supply systems.

Barnwell, Bamberg, northwest Orangeburg, northern All endale,

central

Charleston,

and

northwestern

Dorchester

counties and portions of Berkeley County.
The lower limestone unit is considered part of the
principal artesian aquifer with water quality similar to
the

Santee-Ocala

Limestone.

The Cooper

is

not used

extensively as an aquifer except in Hampton, Beaufort and
Jasper counties where the lower limestone unit yields
moderate to large amounts of good-quality water.
Overlying

the

Cooper

Formation

is

the

Hawthorn

Formation of Miocene age which subcrops in Allendale,
Colleton,

Dorchester,

Hampton,

southwestern Charleston counties.

Jasper,

Beaufort

and

The Hawthorn is capa-

ble of yielding 50 to 200 gpm of good quality water and
is utilized for domestic, agricultural and light industrial purposes.
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5.

Black Creek/Peedee Aquifer System
The Upper Cretaceous sediments overlying the Middendorf Formation are, in ascending order, the Black Creek
and Peedee Formations.

Portions of these two formations

are major aquifers in much of the Coastal Plain physiographic province of eastern South Carol ina (Figure 8).

.

.
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0

~

Bl ack Cree k
Aq uifer Sys tern

lTil
D.

Peedee Aq uife r
System

[01

0
/

.,
c.

Bl ijck Creek
Aquifer System Subcrop

,.

i

tl

\..

Pee dee Aqu i fe r
Sys tern Subc r op

i
~

Figure 8.

Map showing location of Black Creek/Peedee
Aquifer System and areas of subcrop. ( From
Padgett an d Hardee, 1982)
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The Black Creek/Peedee is the major artesian aquifer
system for the Grand Strand a rea (Harry and Georgetown) •
In much of eastern South Carol ina, the aquifer system is
utilized

for

residential, industrial

supply systems.
primarily in
River

Basin

and public water

Recharge to the aquifer system occurs

~!arion

and Harry counties and in the Pee Dee

area

of

Dillon,

Florence,

southern Lee and western Sumter counties.

Darlington,

Yields for the

aquifer system range from an average of 20 to 250 gpm to
as much as 1000 gpm.

Yields of 500 gpm are common in

Harry County where the Peedee subcrops.
6.

r~iddendorf

Aquifer System

The Upper Cretaceous Middendorf Formation (formerly
referred to as the Tuscaloosa) rests unconformably on the
igneous and metamorphic rocks of the crystalline basement.

The Middendorf Formation subcrops in the northern

portion

of

the

Upper Coastal

Plain

in

Chesterfield,

tA.arlboro, Kershaw, northern Darlington, northern Lee, and
the

northern

coastal

plain

portions

of Richland and

Lexington counties (Figure 9).
The formation consists mainly of fluvial, deltaic,
and estuarine deposits of poorly sorted, cross-bedded
micaceous sands and gravels interbedded with kaolinitic
clays.

The regressive/transgressive sequence of deposi-

tion of the Upper Cretaceous formations has resulted in
an interfingering of the formations.
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This has resulted
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Middendorf Aquifer
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Middendorf Aquifer
System Subcrop
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Figure 9.

in

a

Map showing location of Middendorf Aquifer
System and area of subcrop. (From Padgett
and Hardee, 1982)

division

of the Middendorf Formation

into

two

distinct aquifers separated by clastic sediments of the
Black

Creek

Formation.

The

two

aquifer

zones

are

referred to as the Upper and Lower r,1iddendorf formations
which make up the Middendorf Aquifer System (Padgett and
Hardee, 1982).
The Middendorf Formation ranges from a feather edge
along the fall

1 ine to a continuing thickness of six

-25-

hundred feet,

becoming progressive ly deeper toward the

Atlantic Ocean.
In the upper Coastal Plain physiograph ic province,
large volumes of water rapidly infiltrate into the surficial

water table aquifer which is hydraulical ly con-

nected

to,

and

Aquifer System.

therefore

recharging,

the

Middendorf

Any contaminate d water in the shallow

aquifer can potentially mix with water in the underlying
Middendorf aquifer.
The Middendorf Aquifer System is the major aquifer
system in the Upper and

r~iiddle

Coastal Plains of South

Carolina, with yields in domestic wells ranging from 20
to 150 gr:rn and public \'later supply wells ranging from 500
to 2500 gpm.
more

The overlying aquifer systems are utilized

extensively in the Lower Coastal

Plain with the

exception of Williamsburg and Clarendon counties where
yields of up to 1200 gpm have been reported from wells in
the
V.

l~i ddendorf

Aquifer System.

CITATIONS OF SIGNIFICANT SOURCES OF POTENTIAL GROUND-WATER
CONTA~liNTATION

The purpose of this section is to briefly present in nontechnical

terms,

a description of the activities of man which

potentially threaten ground-wate r quality.
There can be a variety of potential ground-wate r contaminatio n
sources

~~hich

have been thoroughly discussed in the literature

(Lehr, et. al., 1976; S.C.D.H.E.C ., 1978, 1980; Council on Environmental Quality, 1978).
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A.

Contamination Sources on the Land Surface
Many ground-water-q uality problems are caused

by the

dumping, spreading, or storage of soluble substances on the
land

surface.

The following,

although

not all-inclusive,

lists the major causes of ground-water pollution which originate on the land surface and present a significant threat to
ground-water quality in South Carolina.
1.

Disposal of Wastes on the Land
One of the major ground-water-co ntamination problems
nationwide, the spreading of wastes on the land, is also
a major threat to ground water in South Carol ina.

Exam-

ples of such wastes include sewage and sewage treatment
sludges,

industrial

wastewater and associated sludges,

and manure, among many others.

Disposal methods may be

highly variable, both in method and scale.

Solids may be

disposed of in individual mounds or spread over the land.
Liquids can be sprayed over large areas, or simply dumped
and

allowed

material

to

seep

contains

into

the ground.

soluble

components,

If the waste
they

will

be

leached by infiltrating precipitation and carried downward.

Whether ground water becomes contaminated as a

result is a function of a set of complex variables including the volume and concentration of the vJaste, the
depth to ground water, the permeability and renovative
capacity of the soils, how long the leaching continues,
and the persistence of the contaminants.
-27-

Given the volume and to xi city of the wastes which
will need to be disposed of in some manner, their disposal on the land collectively must be considered one of
the most significant sources of potential ground-wate r
contaminatio n in South Carolina.
2.

Accidental Spills
Careless and unmonitored handling and transportati on
of hazardous materials is a serious potential source of
ground-wate r contaminati on.

The areal extent of problems

associated with spills is typically not as great as some
other sources, however, toxicity can be extremely high.
A wide

variety

of

toxic

materials

are

transported

throughout the State and major spi 11 s are not uncommon.
The most spectacular and publicized spills are highway
and railroad accidents which may involve many thousands
of gallons of hazardous liquids.
The importance of spi 11 s as a potential source of
ground-wate r

contaminatio n

is

compounded

by

some

emergency-response procedures which accelerate and add to
infiltration .

Immediately following an accident, it is

sometimes necessary to flush the spill area with water in
order to wash the spilled material

from the highway.

Foam is sometimes used to minimize the potential
fires.

When

runoff occurs,

for

the fluids are typically

impounded by dikes in order to protect nearby streams.
All

of these necessary actions add to the amount of

-28-

contaminant s 'r'lhich infiltrate into the subsurface.
in

the

subsurface,

such

pollutants

Once

are diffic~lt to

recover if the contaminated soils are not immediately
removed,

as is the norma 1 procedure.

material

contains

soluble

If the spi 11 ed

components,

they

will

be

1eached by infiltrating precipitatio n and carried downward.

Whether ground water becomes contaminated as a

result is a function of the previously discussed variables (nature of the spilled material, depth to ground
water, permeability and renovative capacity of the soils,
how long the leaching is allowed to continue, and the
degradabili ty of the contaminant s).
conditions,

significant ,

Under unfavorable

essentially permanent ground-

water contaminatio n can be the result.
3.

Fertilizers and Pesticides
Both fertilizers and pesticides are extensively used
in South Carolina and the use trend appears to be upward.
Many of these substances are highly toxic to human beings
and a wide variety are persistent and very soluble in
water.

If over-applied

to

croplands

and

residential

areas or carelessly handled, ferti1izers and pesticides
can

severely contaminate ground

water over extensive

areas, as has been the case in many areas of the Midwest
and

on

Long

Island,

New

York.

There

is

a definite

potential in South Carolina for regional contam i nation of
ground water by fertilizers and pesticides if care is not

-29-

exercised

in

handling,

in

siting, and in controlling

application .
An associated potential contaminatio n source is the
back-siphon ing of fertilizers and pesticides into irrigation wells.
4.

Animal Feedlots
Animal

feedlots

cover relatively small

areas but

tremendous volumes of nitrogen-be aring animal wastes are
created.

Improperly located, concentrated animal-feed ing

operations have a strong potential to contaminate ground
water

with nitrate.

The consumption of nitrate-rich

water leads to a serious disease in infants commonly
known as
The
leach

11

blue babies .. , or methemoglobinemia.
processes

nitrate

whereby

follow the

accumulated
same

animal

pattern as

wastes

previously

discussed with the potential for ground-wate r contamination dependent on the depth to ground water, permeability
and renovative capacity of the soils and how long the
leaching continues.

Although not of the same magnitude

or toxicity as other wastes, animal wastes from concentrated feeding operations can significant ly contaminate
ground water on a local basis.
5.

Other Less Significant Sources Which Occur on the Land
Surface
a.

Stockpiles - Not uncommonly, hundreds and thousands
of tons of raw materials and wastes are simply piled
-30-

on the land surface awaiting use or disposal.

The

soluble components contained in such stockpiles can
easily be leached by infiltrating precipitatio n and
carried downward into ground water.
stockpiling
minimal,

is

temporary,

the

As long as the

impact

is

usually

but when long-term stockpiling is prac-

ticed, ground-wate r contaminatio n is common.
b.

Infiltration of polluted surface water - Occasionally, polluted surface water can contaminate ground
water in the area near the polluted stream.
most

common

example

is

induced

The

infiltration

of

stream water caused by the pumping of water-suppl y
wells along the stream bank.

The more significant

cases of ground-wate r contaminatio n result when the
stream,

which is losing water to the ground, is

grossly

polluted

itself.

Very

rarely

in

South

Carol ina do streams lose water to the ground under
natural

conditions;

therefore,

this

category

is

considered significant only in isolated cases in the
immediate area of pumping (see page 43 regarding
ground-wate r development ).
B.

Contamination Sources below Land Surface above the Water Table
r~any

of

in

different types of materials are stored or disposed

the

ground

above

the water table

(ground

water).

Ground-water contaminatio n can originate from these operations
unless

care is practiced.
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The following

provides a brief

categorical description of some of the more important potential ground-wate r contaminatio n sources which take place in
the ground above the water table:
1.

Landfi 11 s
Landfills

generally

are

constructed

by

placing

wastes in excavations and covering the waste material
daily to prevent the infiltration of precipitatio n.
term

11

The

Sanitary 11 , applied to landfills used to dispose of

domestic

waste,

indicates

that

garbage

and

other

materials are not left exposed to produce odors, smoke,
vermin,

and

insects.

Industrial

landfills,

used

to

dispose of non-domesti c, non-hazardous waste, are operated in a similar manner, depending on the nature of the
waste.
to

Hazardous-waste 1and fills normally are required

install

liners,

leachate-co l lection

sophisticate d monitoring

systems,

well-suited

Even

1ocati ons.

systems,

and

in hydrogeolog ically

though

a

1and fill

is

covered, leachate may be generated by the infiltration of
precipitatio n

and

surface

runoff.

Fortunately

many

substances are removed from the 1eachate as it migrates
downward and filters through the unsaturated zone, but
leachate may grossly pollute ground water and may even
pollute

streams

if

it discharges

at

the

surface as

springs and seeps (Figure 10).
There is a wide range of variables which dictate
whether a particular landfill
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is a potential ground-

Figure 10.

Generalized diagram showing ground-water
contamination by landfill leachate. (From
U.S.E.P.A., 1980, p. 56)

water-contamination source. . These variables include the
nature and amount of the 1and filled wastes (solid vs.
liquid,
etc.),

toxic

vs.

non-toxic,

how the landfill

soluble

vs.

insoluble,

is designed and operated to

minimize leachate generation, the depth to the water
table, the permeability and renovative capacity of the
soils, and the persistence of the contaminants in the
leachate.
Serious ground-water contamination is likely when
any one or a combination of these conditions is unsatisfactory and not taken

into account.

Considering the

tremendous volume of waste which has been and will need
to be landfilled in South Carolina, landfills must be
considered one of the major sources of potential groundwater contamination.
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2.

Surface Impoundments
Surface

impoundments

include

a wide

variety

of

facilitie s which more or less contain liquids for various
reasons.

The more common surface impoundments are rela-

tively shallow excavatio ns that range in surface area
from a few square feet to many acres.
lagoons

may

be

used

to

Such ponds or

store and/or treat domestic

sewage, industria l process wastes, and many other wastes
which may be highly concentra ted and which may contain a
wide variety of toxic chemicals .
Surface impoundments are commonly considere d to be
1 iquid-tig ht but the vast majority leak large quantitie s
of fluids.

They have been euphemis tically called

11

evap-

oration11 ponds, appropria te in arid regions, since the
early

days

of pollution control.

However,

in

South

Carol ina, precipita tion rates generally exceed evaporation rates and there is negligibl e net evaporatio n from
surf ace
overflo~tt

impoundments

to the atmosphere.

Whenever the

from a pond or lagoon is significa ntly less in

volume than the inflow, the differenc e is usually leaking
into
11

the subsurfac e.

Depending on the nature of the

contained 11 waste or raw material, the rate of leakage,

the hydrogeol ogical condition s, and the length of time
the leakage is allowed to continue, ground water can be
gros sly polluted over large areas.
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The South Carol ina Surface Impoundment Assessment
Report

(S.C.D.H.E. C.,

1980)

inventoried

2259

waste

impoundments, 99 percent of which were unlined, and only
2 percent of which had ground-wate r monitoring.

Con-

sidering the abundance of surface impoundments, the types
of wastes or raw materials contained therein, and the
fact

that many, if not most, leak substantial ly, the

category of surface impoundments must be classified as a
major potential threat to ground-wate r quality.
3.

Septic Tanks
Almost everyone is familiar with the septic tank.
It is a buried tank which removes the solids from and
anaerobical ly treats household sewage prior to subsurface
disposal

in

the

tile field.

Individually of little

significanc e, these devices are important in the aggregate because they are so abundant and occur in every area
not served by municipal or privately-ow ned sewage treatment

systems.

Septic

tanks

do

not adequately treat

non-biodegr adable industrial wastes even though they have
commonly been used for this purpose.
The most common ground-wate r contaminatio n problems
resulting from septic tanks have been caused by nitrogen
overloading

in areas where septic

tanks

are of high

dens i ty and/or where geological conditions are not favorable for ground-wate r-quality protection.
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The standard

tenn "failing septic tank" has only been applied to the
overflow ing, obvious ly odorous surface fa i 1ure caused by
tight

soils,

clogging .

shallow

water

table,

and

tile-fie ld

The term "failing septic tank" should also be

applied when effluen t contami nates ground water (Figure
11).

Figure 11.

Schematic diagram showing ground-w ater
contami nation from a septic tank. (From

U.S.E.P.A., 1976, p. 67)

In addition to nitrogen , there is growing concern
about the impact of septic tanks caused by toxic organics
and vi ruses.
dangerous

and

A wide variety of household chemicals are
not effectiv ely degraded by septic-t ank

treatmen t processe s.
and

more

Vi ruses, hundreds of times sma 11 er

persiste nt than

bacteria , may travel

great

distance s in the subsurfa ce and contamin ate ground water
over large areas.
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4.

Leakage from Underground Tanks and Pipelines
Probably
contaminant

the
in

most

complained

South Carolina

about

ground-water

is gasoline.

A slow,

unsu spected leak over a long period may be most harmful,
•

since extensive damage may occur prior to its detection.
In these instances, cleanup may be more difficult and
expensive than

for a sudden

detected quickly.

spill,

which is usually

Petroleum leaking into soil will tend

to flow downward, with some lateral spreading.

The rate

of product movement in the soil wi 11 depend on product
viscosity, soil
produ c ~

properties, and the rate at which the

has been lost.

as ga :. oline, will

For example, light products, such

penetrate rapidly, while heavy oils

will rr<o ve more slowly.

If the near-surfac e soil has a

high c lay content and very low permeabilit y, the product
may penetrate very little or not at all.
porous,

sandy

soil

may

absorb

the

However, a

product

quickly.

Petroleum products, being less dense than and immi sci bl e
in water, accumulate in the soil near the ground-wate r
surface

(water table)

drains,

sewers,

streams.

and

leak into basements, storm

utility conduits, springs, wells, and

This accumulation results in the strong poten-

tial for noxious fumes, explosions, and fires.
is

p ~esent

When it

in ground water in even very small amounts, it

i s obvious to t he well owner that an alternate source of
water must be found.
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Ir. higher concentratio ns gasoline

and other petroleum products have caused severe hazardous
pollution problems (Figure 12).

Soil Contaminated
by Residual Gasoline

Accumulated
Gasoline

Water Table

Figure 12.

Schematic diagram illustrating leaking
underground storage tanks. (From Yaniga,
p. 41)

The significance of leakage from underground tanks
and pipelines is expected to increase.
service stations with
structed

in

the

buried

A great number of

storage tanks were con-

post-war period and

already exceeded their design life.

the

tanks

have

South Carolina soils

are chemically corrosive and the design life-expecta ncy
for a buried metal tank is only about fifteen to twenty
years.

Unless measures are taken to keep an accurate

product inventory, to test buried tanks for leaks on a
periodic basis and to properly install new tanks, the
contaminatio n of ground water is expected to continue at,
and probably exceed, the present rate.
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Leaky buried tanks and pipes in industrial process
areas

are

also a significant source of ground-wate r

contaminatio n which has the potential to introduce large
volumes of toxic materials into ground water, depending
on the previously discussed variables.
5.

Artificial Recharge
Artificial recharge includes a variety of techniques
used

to increase the amount of water infiltrating to

ground water.

It consists of spreading the water over

the land or placing it in pits, ponds, or wells from
which the water will
demands

seep into the ground.

continue to increase, there is no doubt that

artificial recharge will become

incr c ,~ singly

popular as a

means of providing a sustained yield

~: o

South

overdrawn

Carolina
\~aters

stonn

As water

which

depend

on

water supplies in
aquifers.

used for artificial recharge can consist of

runoff,

irrigation

return

fl ows,

stream water,

cooling water, and treated sewage effluent, among others.
Obviously, the quality of water artificially recharged
can have a major effect on the water in the ground, and
if not properly pretreated and controlled, can become a
significant contaminatio n source.
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6.

Other Less Significant Sources Which Occur below Land
Surface above the Water Table
a.

Sumps and dry we 11 s -

Sumps and

dry we 11 s are

small-scale, shallow structures which are commonly
used to collect runoff, spillage, and other fugitive
liquids in small quantities.

Many are not water-

tight and some are designed to leak (see Injection
Wells), therefore, they may transmit to ground water
whatever pollutants are flushed into the sump or
well.

Not considered a large-scale ground-water-

contamination source, sumps and dry wells can be
significant on a local basis.
b.

Graveyards - Leachate from buried animal bodies can
potentially contaminate ground water, although cases
are

not well

documented.

Individually of little

significance, gravesites en masse present a greater
threat.

Of particular concern would be the mass

burial of large numbers of animals such as cattle,
chickens, or swine in a small area where infiltrating precipitation could create leachate for extended
periods.
C. Contamination Sources below the

~~ater

Table

The previously discussed activities, which are conducted
at or near the land surface, have all shared the condition
that there is a zone of unsaturated soil above the ground
water.

The hydrologic and geochemical characteristics of the
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unsaturated zone are critical because they dictate the groundwater-contam ination potential at any particular location.

The

unsaturated zone has often been erroneously assumed to be a
complete safeguard to the downward movement of contaminant s.
Even though the ground-water protection afforded by the unsaturated

zone is

finite

and

sometimes

inadequate, there is

usually some buffer, or safeguard, separating man ' s activities
from ground water.
Therefore, some of the most significant potential groundwater-quali ty problems can be expected to originate below the
water table.

The threat from these activities is magnified by

the fact that the zone of aerated soil above the water table
does

not

mechanism.
zone,

come

~Jithout

ground

almost

into

play

as

a

filtering

treatment

the buffer provided by the unsaturated

water is extremely vulnerable

instant

and

contaminatio n

on

a

regional

to

permanent,
basis.

The

following categories of activity which occur below the water
table are briefly described regarding their significance as
potential sources of ground-water contaminati on:
1.

Injection Wells
For decades, man has used we 11 s to get rid of his
wastes and the practice has a wide range of complexity,
from the deep injection of large volumes of toxic liquids
to the shallow injection of non-polluted cooling water.
A

considerable

number

of

deep-well

waste-dispo sal

projects exist across t he country, primarily at indus-
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trial sites.

Injection wells have been allowed in other

states when more ' conventional waste-disposal methods were
not suitable and where hydrogeological

conditions were

appropriate (very deep, saline injection formations).

In

South Carolina, waste disposal by well injection has not
been permitted.
The significance of the potential
injection

to

ground-water

quality

threat of waste

is

greatly increase for several reasons.

anticipated

to

The primary moti-

vations for industry and developers to pursue injection
are the well-establishe d regulatory programs which place
stringent

limitations

on

methods of waste disposal.

the

other more

conventional

Public pressure against such

practices as the landfilling of hazardous

wastes will

also add to the inclination toward waste injection into
the subsurface.
There is also a remote possibility that the potential

threat

to

ground-water

quality

from

natural-gas production, with associated
brines

and

secondary-recov ery

oil

and/or

reinjection of

injection

methods,

will

someday become a reality in South Carolina.
Ground-water-so urce

heat

pumps

are

increasingly

becoming popular, and in many cases, reinjection of the
thermally altered water is chosen as the disposal method.
All

of these previously mentioned injection prac-

t i ces clear l y have a significant potential to permanently
contaminate ground water at great depth on a regional
scale.

While not considered a serious problem in South
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Carolina at the present, injection wells will certainly
need to be carefully considered as a source of significant potential ground-water-q uality problems.
2.

Ground-Water Development (Overpumping)
In certain areas the pumping of ground water can
induce significant water-quality problems.
can

result

because

the

lowered

Such problems

water levels

in

the

vicinity of pumping necessarily change the pattern of
natural ground-water flow.

The aquifer which is pumped

usually contains the highest quality ground water available in the area and if any inferior quality ground or
surface water is within the area of influence (cone of
depression) it will have a tendency to move toward the
pumping well or pumping center.
The inferior quality water can be of natural origin
including

seawater,

mineralized

ground-water

(connate

saltwater), or ground water which naturally does not meet
one or more standards.

In these situations the lowering

of the hydrostatic head in the high-quality aquifer leads
to migration of more highly mineralized water toward the
well site.
water

level

Undeveloped coastal aquifers commonly have a
above

sea level,

the

hydraulic gradient

slopes towards the sea, and fresh water discharges from
the aquifer through springs and seeps on the ocean floor.
Extensive pumping lowers the fresh-water potentiometric
surface permitting sea water to migrate inland toward the
pumping center (Figure 13).
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A similar predicament can
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Figure 13.

occur

in

Generali zed cross-se ction of a coastal area
showing salt-wa ter intrusti on caused by
overpum ping. (From Wilson, 1981, p. 50)

inland

areas

where minerali zed or naturall y

inferior water is induced to flow upward, downward, or
laterall y

into

decrease d

head

the

high-qu ality

(pressur e)

in

aquifer

due

to

the

the vicinity of pumping.

Ground water, contamin ated by man's activiti es, and
polluted streams (see page 31 regardin g infiltra tion of
polluted surface water) can also contamin ate aquifers in
like manner but not on the same large, regional scale as
associat ed

with

regional

water-le vel

decline

in

deep

coastal aquifers .
Regardle ss
contamin ated
change

in

by

water

of whether
natural
quality

the

overpumped

aquifer

or man-made contami nants,

is
the

is essentia lly permanen t and

little can be done except to find an alternat e source of
water or increase treatmen t, both of which are expensiv e.
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Ground-water development, although not considered a
major ground-wate r-contamina tion source in South Carolina
at the present, has a significant potential to threaten
large areas of the better aquifers as the demand for
ground

water

goes

up

and

water

levels

continue

to

decline.
3.

Water Supply Wells
Improperly constructed

water-suppl y

wells

are

a

significant potentia 1 source of ground-wate r contamination below the water table.

If a well casing is not

grouted (cement sealed in a watertight manner) polluted
surface runoff and polluted shallow ground water have a
potential to flow along the side of the well casing into
the aquifer.

Additionall y, large-diame ter dug wells are

difficult to protect and they are notorious for allowing
pollution of shallow ground water from contaminant s which
flow into the well from the land surface.

Deep wells

which pass through zones of inferior quality ground water
frequently are not grouted between the different aquifers
and cross-contam ination

through the space outside the

casing (annulus) may occur.
there

is

an

additional

For multiple-scr eened wells,
need

to

place grout collars

between screens, to avoid leakage from one aquifer to
another when the well is abandoned.
Another potential source of ground-water contamination associated with water-suppl y wells is the use of
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polluted

drilling

fluids.

However,

the

effects

usually local and diminishing as the well

are

is pumped,

normally removing the contaminant s from the aquifer after
a time.

The poor-quality water produced from the well is

the more serious problem.
An associated significant potential cause of groundwater contaminatio n is the open hole into the subsurface
frequently left unprotected when even a properly constructed well or test hole is abandoned.
or

hole,

polluted
water,

which

remains

The open casing

after abandonment,

can allow

surface water to drain directly into ground
and

it

can

potentially

receive

highly

wastes, both accidentally and intenti onally.

toxic

A common

example in South Carolina is the filling of abandoned dug
wells with trash, including pa i nt cans, pesticide bags,
dead animals, etc.
well,

the

Of course, the deeper the abandoned

greater the significance of the

contaminati on.

potential

There are probably thousands of abandoned

wells and test holes in the State.
Similar to the introduction of contaminant s from the
surface into abandoned wells and test holes i s the subsurface migration of mineralized ground waters through
abandoned wells.

In many cases the well which isaban-

doned has many screens (sections along the casing \'lhich
are slotted to allow entry of water), which are set in
the various sand layers (strata) in the aquifer ( s).

It

is common for the head or hydrostatic pressure in these
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sands to vary so that when the we 11 is not being pumped,
as after abandonment, there is transfer of water from
screens

in

relatively high-head

strata of lower head.

strata to screens in

Depending on head differential and

permeability of the aquifer, this transfer of water can
be of significant volume.

Such a situation may not con-

taminate ground water if all
various

screened

zones

the ground water in the

meets

standards.

However,

especially in coastal areas, there can be great differences

in water quality in

aquifer.

the

various

parts of the

Because most wells in a given area are prefer-

entially screened in the better-quality water, and the
subsequent pumping has increased the head differential,
any abandoned wells which are screened in both the good
and bad water-quality zones will increasingly contaminate
the better parts of the aquifer, as the head differential
increases with pumping from other wells in the region.
The number of abandoned wells in South Carolina is
not, and can not be, known.
must

be

instant

considered
and

significant

permanent,

multiple-screen ed

However, abandoned wells

wells,

and,
the

since
in

the

impact

the

impact

case
is

on

of

is

deep,

heavily-

utilized, major aquifers.
4.

Underground Storage
The storage of raw materials (such as liquified
natural gas) and wastes (such as high-level radioactive
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wastes)

in deep excavations

economic and technical

is attractive from

points of view.

both

However, the

geology and hydrology of the underground storage areas
must be thoroughly understood in order to ensure that the
materials do not leak from the reservoir and pollute
adjacent ground water.

It is anticipated that there will

be a strong inclination toward the deep burial of the
ever-increas ing volumes of high-1 evel radioactive wastes
created by nuclear power generation.

Because of the

hazardous nature of such waste and the fact that South
Carolina is a nuclear-was te acceptor, it is clear that
underground storage is a significant potential threat to
ground-water quality.
D.

Relative Significanc e of the Activ i ties Potentially
Contaminating Ground Water
The

activities

cited have been included

because any

ground-water contamination is significant in its permanence.
The assignment of relative significance to the previously
discussed

categories

of

potential

causes

of ground-water

contamination is a complex, subjective matter.

There are wide

ranges of variation in sever a1 factors pertaining to each
category.

The factors include:

1.

The volume of ground water contaminated

2.

The toxicity of the contaminants

3.

The

irritation

created

by nuisance-typ e

i.e., the number of complaints
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contaminants

4.

The actual and potential frequency of occurrence

5.

The duration of the contamination, and

6.

The present level of regulatory control.
With this concept in mind, it is obvious that difficulty

is encountered in attempting to equitably prioritize the wide
range of activities previously discussed.

For instance, a

small spill of toxic chemicals into a water-table aquifer near
shallow wells is a local problem but it could be considered
more significant, if people die, than a regional non-health
related problem such as salt-water intrusion.

In like manner,

a small injection well into a deep, high-quality aquifer may
be considered more significant than a large waste-disposal
operation where the contamination plume is managed and discharges to a nearby stream.

Even within a particular category

there is such a wide variation that comparisons with other
categories are complicated.
Therefore, a very simple breakdown is provided, subjectively separating the more significant from the less significant and
debate.

recognizing

that

there

The more serious potential threats to ground-water

quality are considered to be:
fills;

is considerable room for

underground

tanks

and

surface impoundments; 1andpipelines;

land disposal

of

wastes; and accidental spills.
VI.

DOCUMENTATION OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION
The quality of ground water in South Carolina is predominantly
excellent, with the exception of numerous local incidents where
ground water has been contaminated by man.
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Table 1 has been com-

piled to provide the reader with a brief summary of the groundwater-quali ty

problems

analysis of ground water.

which

have

been

documen·ted

by chemical

Because of the concern for public health

and the permanent nature of ground-wate r contaminati on, a conservative approach has been taken.

For the purposes of this report,

ground water has been considered contaminated when any contaminant
concentratio n in any

~vell

exceeds either the primary drinking-wa ter

standard or, in the case of organic compounds, established background water quality, i.e., the criterion has been applied to the
worst case rather than to the average over the area or through
time.

In many of the situations cited in Table 1, the source(s) of

the contaminatio n has been removed, either voluntarily or as a DHEC
requirement ,

and

ground-wate r

quality

may

have

significant ly

improved since the contaminatio n was originally discovered.
The table is by no means all-inclusiv e; rather, it lists those
situations which have been discovered since 1975 by one of several
methods including public water-supply monitoring, self-monito ring
at waste-dispo sal sites and complaints from well owners.
The contaminatio n cases cited vary greatly in scale and severity, from simple, shallow, localized occurrences of non-toxics to
large amounts of toxic ground water in recharge areas.
There is also a wide range of importance which can be placed
on the individual cases cited, depending on the toxicity of the
contaminant s,

the

area

contaminate d,

whether

the

contaminated

ground water will recharge deeper aquifers ( as opposed to local
discharge

to

affected.

The level of significance placed on the tabulated indi-

streams),

and

the

number

of

people

potentially

vidual problems and the list as a whole is a matter of perception.
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It could be said that only an extremely small percentage of South

Carolina ground water is contaminated and that the current status
is completely acceptable.
least significant,

However, even the smallest, apparently

case of ground-water contamination takes on

extreme importance to the well owner who must replace his water
well, usually at great expense.
health

effects

untreated

resulting

ground

water

from

In addition, the possibility of
the

consumption of unmonitored,

significantly

increases

the

collective

concern for contamination and where this contaminated ground water
will eventually migrate.
Some generalizations can be made about the current status of
ground-water contamination in South Carolina:
The geographic distribution of the 157 tabulated groundwater-quality problems

is widespread

(See Figure 14).

There are apparent concentrations in the industrialized,
population

centers

Lexington,

and

based on

(Greenville-Spartanbur g,

Charleston)

hydrogeology

with

additional

Richlandfrequency

(Richland-Lexington, Charleston,

Sumter, Beaufort, Horry, and Edgefield).
Nearly

all

the

contaminated

ground

water

in

South

Carolina is shallow (less than 50 feet deep) although
there are a few exceptions in recharge areas and where
the

contaminants

were

introduced

at

depths

such

as

through abandoned wells.
~1any

problems were brought to light by citizens' com-

plaints about staining, taste, odor, and/or sickness due
to drinking water from wells.
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Of the 90 water-supply

0
SOURCE: D.H.E.C. (12/82)

Figure 14.

Density map of ground-water contamination
cases in South Carolina.

wells found to be contaminated, about half were reported
by private citizens due to one or more of the above
stated reasons.

Petroleum-based contamination, particu-

larly gasoline,

is

very easily detected
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and is most

frequently
total

reported.

Approximately 30 percent of the

contamination cases

involve

petroleum

products.

Eighty percent of those were reported by the citizenry
due to presence of a petroleum odor in a well, excavation, or spring.
Of the 90 water-supply wells known to have been contaminated,

about 55 percent were contaminated by sources

other than the activities of the well owner, 30 percent
by the well owners, and 15 percent by unknown sources.
~lost

landfills and dumps of any size could contaminate

ground water even though Table 1 cites only 26 incidents.
The economic 1imitation of most counties has prevented
their

being

able

to

install

the monitoring

programs

necessary to evaluate ground-water qua 1 ity at the operational, much less closed-out, landfill

sites. The re-

cently imposed requirement of OHEC that all active landfills install detection ground-water monitoring systems
may add to the number of 1and fill citations in Table 1.

VII. RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES TO PROTECT THE STATE 1 S GROUND-WATER QUALITY
Ground-water-q uality

protection

and

the

development

strategy are complex matters requiring a skillful approach.

of

a

As can

be sunnised from the previous sections, numerous activities of man
have the potential to contaminate ground water to varying degrees.
Some are simple, originating from more or less discrete sources
such as spi 11 s or s tockpi 1es.

Others are not so simple, resulting

from cumulative effects such as from many septic tanks or the
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overpumping of ground water from many wells.

And there are the

interrelatio nships among many activities which are difficult to
measure and understand.
Additional complicatio ns in the development of a ground-wate rprotection strategy arise from variations in geology, and, specifically, hydrogeology.
in one

l~cation,

A waste-dispo sal practice may be acceptable

and completely unacceptabl e in another, depending

on the site characteris tics.
necessarily cause

Overpumping of ground water does not

contaminatio n;

on the other hand,

it can be

disastrous, depending on the nature of the aquifers in the area.
In the previous sections, some basic hydrogeolog ic variables have
been discussed, e.g.,. depth to the water table, permeability of the
unsaturated zone, the bio-chemical i nterrel ati onshi p between the
soil and potential contaminant s, etc •.
The consideratio n of these factors is extremely important in
the design of a ground-\vater-qual ity-management strategy.

However,

because of the nature of the ground-wate r resource and the intimate
connection

between land use and ground-wate r quality, one must

assume that at least some activities of man will always contaminate
ground water no matter
are employed.

~vhat

technologica l or regulatory safeguards

It rarely will be economically or technologic ally

feasible to restore a body of ground water to its pre-existing
conditions within a reasonable time frame.

Therefore, the aim of

any protection strategy should be the protection of present and
future uses of ground water, rather than attempting to achieve a
zero discharge to the subsurface.

Given the complexity of the

circumstanc es leading to future ground-wate r-quality problems and
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assuming that some contamination is unavoidable, it then becomes
obvious that special protection should be given high-quality ground
water and critical recharge areas.

This represents a sober recog-

nition of the nature of ground-water pollution. Polluted aquifers
cannot

be

decisions.

restored

within

the

time

frame

of

normal

pol icy

Conversely, the slow movement and limited mixing of

contaminants underground allows the effective separation of contaminated and uncontaminated segments, which insures that a timely
decision

to

effectuated.

protect existing

high-quality ground water can be

This is not, however, to imply that unlimited pollu-

tion of other, lower-quality aquifers should be permitted.

The

protection strategy presented is prepared with this concept in mind
and wi 11 not attempt to correct past mistakes except through the
normal course of events (renewal of permits, upgrading of facilities, etc).
The recommended strategies will therefore be presented in two
phases:

the first dealing with immediately available options under

existing authorities and programs with only slight modifications,
the second dealing with longer-range, more controversial options.
A.

Recommendations for
South

Carolina

~1odification

appears

to

of Existing Programs
be

in

a

relatively good

position, to properly control ground-water contamination from
most of the activities discussed in Section V.
states,

~ ajor

statutory authority to prevent pollution is

centered in one agency (DHE C).
tional

Unlike some

This type of State organiza-

structure has been useful in facilitatin g State and
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Federal coordinatio n, and ground-wate r-quality management has
been promoted and used within the diverse regula tory programs
of DHEC.
The eighteen activities, cited in Section V as having the
potential to contaminate ground water in South Carolina, will
serve as the basis for recommending strategies.

No changes in

existing programs are recommen_ded for:
Disposal of wastes on the land
Animal feedlots
Stockpiles
Infiltration of polluted surface water .
Surface impoundments
Graveyards
The following activities suggest some study for possible
positive changes in the way they are controlled.

In most

cases the necessary changes can be accomplished through minor
modificatio ns

to existing

regulations

or by simple policy

options within existing authorities .
1.

Accidental

spills -

A formal

policy

is needed which

clearly places more emphasis on the ground-wate r aspects
of spills by establishing a goal of minimal ground-wate r
impact.
and

Such a pol icy could reduce the number of spills

minimize

the

damage done

to

the environment

by

placing liability for ground-wate r contaminatio n on the
res pons i bl e
procedures
modified

party.
briefly

The

standard

discussed

i n Section

regarding ground-wate r
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emergency-resp onse
V shoul d be

protection.

Immediate

attention to ground-w ater-pollu tion abatement is called
for.

Ideally, technical appraisal should be made by a

qualified geologist within two hours of the spill.
geologist could

be an on-call

The

employee of DHEC or a

private consulting firm under contract.

Certain indus-

tries should (be required to) maintain a spill contingency program that addresses ground-wa ter protection in
the event of a spill.

Training programs for persons

involved in the transport ation and handling of hazardous
materials and petroleum products should be strengthen ed
to include ground-w ater-prote ction methods.
2.

Fertilize rs and pesticide s - There is a need to strengthen

Clemson

Universit y•s

regulation

of

pesticide

and

fertilize r applicatio n so that the prevention of groundwater contamina tion is an integ r al part of the decisionmaking

process.

A formal

coordinat ion

mechanism

is

needed between Clemson Universit y and DHEC to prevent
situation s such as the recent DBCP controver sy regarding
ground water.

A joint ground-wa ter investiga tion by DHEC

and Clemson into the full extent of the existing contamination caused by fertilize rs and pesticide s is strongly
recommended.

The establ i shment of an adequate network of

pennanent monitoring
investiga tion.

wells

should

be include·d in the

Training programs and public informatio n

programs should be modified to include an explanatio n of
the

potential

ground-wa ter-pollut io n pro bl ems and

they can be avoided.
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how

3.

Landfills

The existing

laws

and

DHEC

regulations ,

especially regarding hazardous wastes, are adequate to
properly regulate
obstacle

in

future landfills.

However, a major

the area of non-hazardous

wastes is the

economic limitation of most county governments which feel
that the normal operation of the existing land fills is
unduly expensive, not to mention the cost of ground-wate r
protection measures and ground-wate r monitoring.

A major

effort is needed to shift emphasis toward the groundwater

implications

of landfills.

When

the

need

for

ground-wate r protection is made clear and measures are
required, there will be a natural tendency toward conservation and resource recovery, which should be encouraged
as a method to reduce the burial of wastes in landfills.
4.

Septic tanks - The present DHEC regulations controlling
septic tanks have no provisions to take into consideration their collective impact unless an approval is sought
for a sub-division .

If the sub-division is not approved

for septic tanks, the same situation can, and frequently
does, develop with the same number of septic tan ks on
individual

lots.

Innovative

on-site

waste-dispo sal

methods sflould be encouraged where ground-wate r quality
is threatened and where a public sewage system is not
available, either by strict interpretati on of existing
regulations or by technical assistance.
5.

Leakage fro m undergroun-d tanks and pipelines (or underground

sto r age

tanks
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and

transmission

facilities)

Presently there are no regulations dealing with leakage
from underground tanks and pipelines in South Carolina.
Unlawful discharges to ground water of this type account
for

the

preponderance of ground-water-p ollution cases

investigated by DHEC.
underground

leaks,

Because of the insidious nature of
problems

are usually hidden

until

property damage, aesthetic problems, and/or human-health
effects occur.

Today, DHEC approaches this problem on a

case-by-case basis, however, seldom is there a simple or
clear-cut solution.
The South Carolina Pollution Control Act provides
DHEC with authority to control discharges of this type.
In addition to DHEC, the South Carolina Department of
Agriculture and the State Fire r'1arshall have concerns in
petroleum storage and transport and should therefore be
involved in development of regulations involving these
practices.
Although

the

discussion

presented

herein

deal s

primarily with 1eakage from petroleum storage and transmission

facilities,

related, are chemical
ties.

Oftentimes

detrimental

to

equally

important,

directly

storage and transmission facil i-

these industrial

human

and

health

materials are more

and the environment than

hydrocarbon fuels.
Even

though

underground

storage and

transmission

facilities have been discussed, above-ground facilities
cannot be absolutely segregated.
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The section on Acciden -

tal Spills discusses strategie s to manage leaks (spills)
from a bove-ground sources, however, the strategie s listed
below \vill

re

applicabl e, at least in part.

The following requireme nts, although general, should
serve as a foundation for discussion and ultimatel y the
formaliza tion

of the necessary regulation s to protect

human hea ·i th and the environment from 1eakage from the
large

(greater than 1000 gallons) underground storage

and transmiss ion facilitie s:
(a)

~andatory

periodic

testing

for

tightness of old

s t orage tanks;
(b)

Mandatory

testing

for

tightness

of

new

storage

tanks ;
(c)

Regis ~ ration

of
(d)

10 ~ 0

of each storage tank, above a capacity

gallons;

t~andatory

rr.aintenance of accurate volumetri c inven-

tory records;
(e)

In the event of a leo.k or abnormal variation in
inventory

records,

the

Spill

Control

Program

re qui rement to immediate ly contact DHEC, followed by
i mp ler. 2ntation

of the procedure s outlined in the

previous section on "acci dental spills";
(f)

In any area where significa nt ground-wa ter pollution
is

reasonabl y

suspected due

freouency of spil ls, or other

to

poor operation s,

caLJ se~

DHEC srould

re t.uire the operator of tre stora ge or transmi.ss ion
fac ility

to

install
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monitoring

vJells

to

chec k

ground-water quality.

If tests confirm that ground

water is being unacceptably affected, the use of the
facility should be discontinued until it is demonstrated

that

the

source

has

been

eliminated.

Immediate steps should also be taken by the operator
to restore the ground water to an acceptable quality
within

a reasonable

amount of time.

Procedures

should be established to be used when the responsible individual can not be determined or when he is
bankrupt.
6.

Artificial

recharge - The use of artificial

techniques

are to

accomplished

in

be encouraged as long as they are

a sound technological manner, coupled

with adequate water-management programs.
tant aspects

recharge

of artificial

recharge

The most i mporthat need to be

considered are the control and monitoring of the recharging water and of the resulting change in water level in
the ground-water reservoir.

Artificial recharge is not

presently common but the demand on ground water wi 11
probably create the need for its use as a way to control
water-level
Future

decline and

artificial

possibly saltwater intrusion.

recharge

facilities

would

best

be

managed by means of permits issued on the basis of hydrogeologic conditions and engineering design.
Some forms of artificial recharge such as heat-pur:1p
return flow wells, drainage wells, and salt-water barrier
wells can best be controlled through the federally man-
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dated Underground Injection Control Program implemented
by DHEC.

Others such as infiltration basins and spray

irrigation
waters
7.

should

under

Sumps and

be managed

as discharges

to

State

DHEC •s State Contructi on Permit Program.

~

wells - Sumps and dry wells having the

potential to contaminate ground water caul d be regula ted
through existing DHEC programs and the proposed regulations
8.

for

the

Underground

Injection

Control

Program.

Injection Wells - The Pollution Control Act enables DHEC
to

control

ground-wate r

contaminatio n

resulting

from

injection practices and proposed regulations to accomplish this purpose (as required by the federal E.P.A.
Underground
mitted

to

Injection
the

Control

General

Prog ram)

Assembly

have been sub-

f1 r approval.

These

proposed

regulations

would

ban

__::<;; sting

and

injection

of

except

for

oil

gas-related

wastes

and

future

injection practices, solution mining, and certain other
injection practices, all of which would require a permit.
Heat-pump

return

flow

wells

returning

essentially

unaltered water to the aquifer would be authorized by
rule,

requiring

only

that

notificution

be

provided.

These regulations have been through the public-heari ng
process, approved by the Board of Health and Environmental

Control, and submitted to the General Assembiy.

However, there is a conflict in that the Oi"i and Gas
Act

and

Resources

pursuant

regulations ,

Commission
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to

regulate

author i zed
injection

the

Water

practices

associated with oil and gas production.

This has been

characterized by industry as a duplication and a possible
future source of controversy since Section 21 of the Oil
and Gas Act prohibits the Water Resources Commission from
usurping any

11

power, authority or responsibilitie s con-

ferred upon the Department of Health and Environmental
Control by Act 1157 of 1970 11 (the Pollution Control Act).
In order to maintain consistency in the pollution control
powers of the State, to enhance efficiency in permitting,
compliance monitoring, and enforcement programs, and to
streamline the

shift of most environmental

regula tory

responsibilitie s (NPDES, Construction Grants, RCRA, UIC,
SDHA,

etc.)

from

the federal

government

back to the

environmental protection department of state governments,
it is recommended that the strategy include the approval
of Underground Injection Control regulations proposed by
DHEC.
9.

Ground-water development (overpumping) -There is a close
relationship between ground-water depletion and groundwater contamination.

Overpumping al most always changes

ground-water quality and,

in coastal

areas, saltwater

intrusion becomes a major po i nt of concern in the control
of ground-water use.
'r'later

resource

Sound management of the ground-

requires attention

contamination-c ontrol

measures

to
on

the effects of
depletion

depletion-contr ol measures on contamination.

and

However, in

South Carolina the situation has evolved where separate
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legislatio n

has

been

developed

to

separatel y control

pollution (Pollution Control Act) and ground-wa ter depletion (Ground Water Use Act).
underscor es

the need

The potential duplicatio n

for a management approach.

The

essential elements of a management strategy to control or
abate ground-wa ter contamina tion from ground-wa ter development should include:
(a)

Adequate technical data to provide an understan ding
of the occurrenc e, movement, and quality of ground
water.

(b)

Adequate technical staff to analyze these data and
sufficien t

funding

to

administe r

the

management

program.
(c)

Continual

coordinat ion

among

local,

state,

and

federal officials to avoid unnecessa ry duplicatio n
of effort and

provide

for

the maximum input by

professio nals involved in ground-wa ter protectio n.

Specific recommendations for a management strategy
to protect ground-wa ter quality from salt-wate r intrusion
include continuat ion of the Waccamaw and Low Country
Capacity Use Programs.

Emphasis should be shifted toward

the critical areas, especiall y Hilton Head, to expedite
the establishm ent of management goals.
amount of water-lev el

An acceptabl e

decline has not been defined in

either capacity use area and such a criterion is mandatory to equitably deny water-use permit applicatio ns and
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to be the essential matter of contention in negotations
with

other States,

especially · Georgia,

regarding

effects of Savannah 1 s pumping on South Carolina.

the

Without

a defensible criterion for acceptable and rightful water
1evel , which is also applied to South Carolina groundwater users, it is doubtful that meaningful concessions
would be made by the State of Georgia.
Second, the data-collec tion duplication s between the
ground-wate r programs in DHEC and WRC should be minimized.

Both agencies (and USGS) currently collect and

file basic ground-wate r data; DHEC in the Underground
Injection

Control

Program,

the

Public

Water

Supply

Program, the private well program, and the permitting and
monitoring requirements of the regulatory programs (Solid
and Hazardous Waste, Hastewa ter, Emergency Response); \tJRC
in the capacity-us e programs and for special ground-wate r
reports.

There is no need for the State to have dupli-

cate files containing these data.

Both filing systems

use the same grid location system and little difficulty
should be encountered in consolidatin g the files.

The

data should be canputerized for ease of utilization and
data interpretati on.

It is recommended that the existing

computer capabilities of DHEC (as described by Shirley,
1982, in press), through EPA 1 S STORET system, which is

tied

in

economic

with

the

and

feasible

storage of

USGS

WATSTORE system,
method

of

is

the most

initiating

computer

basic ground-wate r and stratigraph ic data.
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10.

Water supply wells- Proper well construction should have
a dual purpo_se:

to prevent contaminatio n of the water

pumped from the we 11 , and at the same time to prevent
contaminatio n of the aquifer upon which the well depends.
If a well

is adequately constructed and maintained to

accomplish the first purpose, which is the emphasis of
most state water-supply and well drillers certificatio n
programs, the second will also be likely served.

Regard-

ing public water-supply wells, South Carolina is properly
prepared to protect ground-wate r quality and no changes
in authority are needed.
However, there are many water-suppl y wells drilled
each year which are not public supplies, including domestic, irrigation, industrial, geothennal, and livestock
watering wells.

Recently passed legislation requiring

certificatio n of water well drillers and the establishment of minimum construction
provides

the

basis

for

construction and location.
dards

to

be

developed

standards for all

properly

controlling

wells
well-

The well-constr uction stan-

by the

legislative ly mandated

Advisory Committee to the Board of Health and Environmental Control should place emphasis on the protection of
ground-wate r quality after the well is abandoned, as well
as during
shou l d

its operating life, e.g., long gravel

be

prohibited,

grout

collars

between

pac ks

screens

should be required, test holes and abandoned wells should
be

properly

plugged,

back-flow

prevention

required for irrigation 'dells, etc ..
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should

be

In

the

two

areas

declared

capacity-use

areas

(Waccamaw and Low Country) there is duplication, including two separate permits, for public water-supply wells.
An attempt should be made to consolidate the two permits
into one,

joining the depletion-contr ol and contamina-

tion-control

conditions.

Since over 90 percent of the

wells drilled in capacity-use areas (other than domestic)
are public, it is recommended that the permit required by
the State Safe Drinking Water Act, be used as the primary
permit and

the depletion-contr ol

conditions as recom-

mended by HRC be attached thereto.
For

non-public

abandonment

wells

the

well-constructi on

and

standards to be developed in 1983 by the

advisory committee to the Board of Health and Environmental Control should be the mechanism used to prevent
ground-water contamination in those instances.
11.

Underground storage - The only deep natural gas storage
operation in the State has been cooperative with DHEC in
submitting

plans

and specifications,

in monitoring of

ground-water quality and levels, and in reporting apparent problems.

However, the operators of future storage

facilities may not be as cooperative and it is felt that
regulations

are

necessary

water-quality protection.

to clearly

require

ground-

The State of Georgia recently

enacted an ordinance addressing the control of the one
natural gas storage cavern in Georgia, which coul d serve
as a model for a similar regulation in South Carolina.
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B.

Recommendations for
Protection Policies

Major

~1odifications

to

Ground-Hater-

In a broader perspective , there are severa 1 overriding
strategic elements, crossing the lines between the previously
discussed activities, which are considered essential for the
proper protection of the ground-wate r resource.

The Senate

Resolution has fulfilled the first need by recognizing the
unique economic value of ground water and the benefits of
exercising

a high

level

of protection.

The absence of a

state-suppo rted program and a well-defined goal, which clearly
have as their purposes the protection of ground-wate r quality,
is a major obstacle, rooted in the hodgepodge of federal laws
dealing

with

Protection

ground

water.

Agency Ground

The

proposed

Environmental

Water Strategy appears

to be an

initial step toward setting a ground-wate r protection goal at
the federal

level.

However, it comes at a time when the

responsibil ity for many programs, including the implementation
of ground-wate r protection programs, are being shifted from
the federal government back to the states.

This provides an

excellent opportunity for South Carolina to establish its own
goals and carry out a comprehensive ground-wate r-protection
program suited to the needs of South Carolina without reliance
on federal requirement s.
The

recommended

management

around three basic points.
be

assigned

to

the

strategy

should

be

built

First, the highest priority should

preservation of high-qua 1 i ty aquifers.

Second, the water-quali ty objective for such aquifers should
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be non-degradation .

Finally, the major mechanism for achiev-

ing the non-degradation of high-quality aquifers should be the
regulation of land use to prohibit polluting activities within
critical recharge zones.
It is to South Carolina•s advantage that a large portion
of suspected recharge areas within the state are undeveloped.
This provides a unique opportunity for the State to avoid many
of the problems of contaminated ground water as found in other
states, as well as allowing the use of innovative techniques
of aquifer protection.
An extensive mandate exists for the protection of ground
water.

The mandate is for prevention of contamination rather

than increased treatment at the point of withdrav.,ral.

Inherent

in the interpretation of the mandate is the need to balance
the economic considerations of benefits to the environment
against regulatory costs.
The only federal provision that uses recharge zone protection

as

an

approach to ground-water managment

is

the

Gonzales .amendment of the 1974 Safe Drinking Water Act.

The

amendment provides local, regional, or state agencies a legal
mechanism to protect the recharge zones of special aquifers.
If an area can be shown to have an aquifer which is the sole
or principal

drinking-water source which,

if contaminated,

would create a significant hazard to public health, then the
EPA Administrator upon his own initiative, or by petition, may
designate the aquifer as
federal

financial

11

SOle source 11 •

After designation no

assistance may be given for any project
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which the Administrat or determines may contaminate the aquifer
through a recharge zone so as to create a significant hazard
to public health.
Only four or five aquifers in the United States have been
declared sole source under this provision.
a

very

powerful

tool.

Since

projects

It remains however
such as

highways,

housing, and waste-treatm ent facilities are partially funded
with federal monies, the abi 1 i ty to control those funds may be
a significant determinant of, and prerequisite for, development in an area.

It is proposed that, at the completion of

the South Carol ina 208 Recharge Area Assessment, an appl ication be made to the EPA Administrat or to declare the Tertiary
Limestone Aquifer in South Carolina a sole source aquifer.
Other less

specific federal

mandates for ground-wate r

protection which could be used toward critical recharge area
management include the Clean W
ater Act (CWA) and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
Several sections of the CWA call for ground-wate r protection measures which could
protecting critical

be

implemented

recharge areas.

by mapping, and

Section 102 requires a

comprehensive program for the prevention, reduction, or eli mination of pollution to ground water, as well as an improvement
of the sanitary condition of underground waters.
Section 106(e)(l) of the Act authorizes Federal grants to
states for the administrati on of poll uti on control programs.
A state is required to carry out a ground-wate r quality monitoring and evaluation program to be eligible for such grants.
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As the Ground-Water Protection Division currently maintains
such a ground-wate r quality monitoring and evaluation program,
a possible source of funds for a critical recharge area protection program is Section 106 of the CWA.
Section 208 of the CWA requires the development of Water
Quality Management Plans to meet the goal of restoring and
maintaining the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of the Nation's waters, including ground water.

The Ground-

Water Protection Division is currently utilizing Section 208
for

preliminary investigatio ns of 1 i kely critical

areas.

recharge

There are benefits of using the . 208 planning process

for aquifer protection zone planning ·in that there is a builtin public participatio n program.

This provides a forum for

public education on the problems of ground-wate r contamination, as well as a means to receive input from the general
pub 1i c.
A final

federal mandate for the protection of critical

recharge zones is found in Sections 4002 and 4003 of RCRA.
These sections call for a state solid waste managment plan
which provides for solid waste management in a environmen tally
sound manner.
On the state level there is also a clear mandate for the
protection

of ground-wate r resources.

The

South

Carolina

Pollution Control Act (PCA) gives DHEC the po1ver to conduct
studies, investigatio ns, and research in order to prepare a
general

comprehensive

program

for

prevention of air and water pollution.
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abatement,

control

and

It has been demonstrated that the mandate and need to
provide

for ground-wate r protection and management exists.

The main element of such a program has to be a definition of
the

extent

involved.

and

physical

characteris tics

of

the

aquifers

Important to the description of the aquifer systems

is the delineation of the critical recharge zones for these
aquifers.
The critical recharge

zone maps by necessity would be

general at the beginning of the program.
general
systems.

The maps would be

outlines of the subcrop areas of the major aquifer
Then within each general area, site specific infor-

mation provided by facilities applying for a permit for a land
disposal operation would be used to define critical areas in
more detail.

These maps would require constant refinement as

new information about an area is generated.
such

as

hydraulic-he ad

relationship s,

New information ,

ground-wate r

ages,

potentiomet ric head responses to pumping and rainfall events,
and

stratigraph ic

information

such

as geologic/ge ophysical

logs, would be gathered as part of a continuing program to
review and refine recharge-are a boundaries.
The standards for recharge-zon e protection would be based
on an aquifer-cla ssification scheme.

This would allow differ-

ent levels of protection to be afforded aquifers of various
quality.
The highest category v.Quld contain ''Priority" aquifers.
This would include aquifers which have been determined to be
sole

source,

or of exceptional
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ecological

importance.

A

nondegradat ion standard would be applied in the recharge zone
of priority aquifers.

Solid and hazardous waste disposal

facilities would be excluded.

Only the highest quality waste-

water, clearly capable of being renovated by soil and vegetation, could be discharged to the land.

New development would

be discouraged in the area.
Aquifers classified in the 11 lntermediate 11
include all
aquifers

actual

whose

c~tegory

would

or potential drinking-wa ter sources and

contaminatio n

would

affect

surface

water.

Haste-dispo sal facilities within the recharge zones of these
aquifers would be required to meet strict performance standards

to

prevent

violations

of

drinking

water

or

other

established standards.
The

third

category would

be 11 Secondari 1 ,

which would

include all aquifers not falling into 11 Priority 11 or 11 lntermediate11 classificati ons.

Facilities within the recharge zone

of these aquifers must meet only basic performance standards.
Protection of critical recharge zones may be accompli shed
many ways.

As already discussed, existing federal and state

laws and programs could be used to establish regulations and
guidelines for aquifer protection.
sole

source

aquifer

designation s

These could range from
to

ground-wate r

quality

standards, and state discharge-to -ground-wat er permits si milar
to the NPDES program for surface-wat er discharges.
The major thrust of any aquifer-pro tection program should
include an educationai -element to he ig hten public awareness of
the

problem with ground-wate r contaminati on.
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Coupled with

this education effort should be a program informing local and
regional governing bodies of the means they have for producing
/

effective ground-wate r protection efforts.
Some of the local

options for ground-wate r protection

through management of recharge zones include:
1.

Land use zoning restriction s.

2.

Development density zoning restictions .

3.

Surcharges by water utilities on water consumption to
provide monies to purchase recharge areas.
native

if

recharge
provide

the

local

governing

body

As an alter-

decides

against

zone management the monies could be used to
treatment when

the water supply wells become

contaminate d.
4.

Financial incentives offered to move development out of
recharge areas into non-recharge areas.

5.

Area-wide sewering with strict construction standards to
prevent leakage from sewers.

6.

Restricting the use of certain products within recharge
areas (liquid fertilizers/ pesticides- herbicides, degreasers, etc).

7.

Examine properties
government

should

~lith

tax 1 iens to determine if local

retain

the

properties

to

control

development.
8.

Maintain

areas

in

natural

constructio n.
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state

by restricting

road
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Tahlc I.
N~me of
Sltuatlon

Documented ground-wate r cont.11aination c·ases in South Carolina up to Oecemlier, 1902 .
County

Estimated
Extent and Fate of P-lume
(leng~h/wldth/depth, ·tf ~nown)

Savannah River
Plant

Aiken/
Barnwell

large areas of contamination.
Mu It i p1e p1umes .
Fate - nea rby surface water
(streams).

Samples private

Aiken

Val chem
C01·pora ti on

Major
Contamtnant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

Radionuclides,
organics

Infiltration
basins and
others

None

Localized near well .

Oil

Submersible
pumr•

1 private well

Aiken

Latera l extent - localized
in spill area < ~ 1 acre).
Verti ca l extent at least 20
feet.
Fate - llorse Creek.

Organics,
primarily ethyl
acrylate

Improper
well cons truct ion 1
spills

1 product I on
well

.J. P. Stevens

Allendale

Nitrate

Sludge
injection

None

-- --- Sa ndoz Colors
and Chemicals

Allendale

100' /1500' / >35'
Fate - Miller Creek and
dec~ _aQu i fnr
-· .
Latera 1 ex tent - estimated
to cover 132 acres.
Vertical extent - at least
45 feet.

Sulfate,
nitrate

Spray
irri9ation

- --- ruretown
llcstaura nt and

Anderson

Nitrate

Septic
tank

Gasoline

Underground
storage

~<oell

n~tals,

Rcm.lrks

Problem discovered due to taste and
odor probleue In Langley Water District.
Contaminated product I on well crossconnec ted onto langley system. Gr-oundwater contamination investigation by
SCOIIEC (1975) indicated source and
extent of contamination. Spill
prevention measures now employed . tlo
cleanu~.:..·----·

I

co
w
I

Tn:!_c~

Tr ibiJie private
we ll

Anderson

lateral extent - unknown
Vertical extent - ~ 200'
rate - unknown
localized near weli.

········- - -- - -- - --- . - - - - - -

t~nk.1_ _

Con tami na ted ground water Is in•pac 1.1 ng
creek (9 .8 mg.'l Filtrate). ConUnued
mon !_tori n_g_j_~ _r.rogrcss.
__
None
Shallow aquifer contamin4don dischargIng to Savannah River was the concept
of the original permit. Apparent; contamination of deeper aquifer is under
_Invest l_g.!!_!.Q.'!.EY. the__<;..o!!'p_a_r!Y..:_ __ ,•. .,~- 1 public well
Well has been abandoned and replaced
(non-comwith ci ty water.
muni_!Y-_.______ - - - - - - 1 private well
Well Is bor·ed ( ~ 42 feet deep) .1nd
located at service station . No paved
driveway to prevent spill Infiltration .
__!:1!y ~ater not ilva_l _lahle .
_ _ __

Lagoons

None

1 rue Temper
Corpora tl on

Anderson

Locali zed ncar lagoons .
Fate - Beaver Creek.

Starr Landfill
Permit No.
OWP -033
Bea ufort County
l.andfill

Anderson

Extent - perimeter of landfill.
Metals,
landfill
None
Vertical extent - ~ 40'
organics
Fate - near~ surface wate~r~s~·--------------------------------------------------------------Lateral extent- localized on
Nutrients,
landfill
None
SCOitEC study presently bel n!J conducted.
landfill property in surficial
organics
Landfill recently closed out (operated
aqu lfer.
for 12 years) through May 19112.
Ve r tical extent - at least 33'.
Numf!rous limestone wii! P. r ·-~ up;:ly w ·~ ll ~
fat e - to lnwcr par ts of
nearby. Near center of Burton · rf' c. h<~r- •t• ·
sur fi c i a l aqui fe r.
area.
Potenti~l t o ~c harge
le• · tiary_LH~s to~u~~l~
fe~r~·~-------------------------------------------------------------------·

ll\~P-01)3

Beaufort

Meta 1s

All Industrial waste effluent tied Into
sanitary treatment system. Monitoring
ceased In 1976.
Continued monitoring required.

Tabl e I (conlinue d) .

Docuuented gr ound - wate r contamination cas e s in South Ca r ol i na up to December, 1982 .

ll ~ rne of
Es t1m.1 ted
Major
Sl tuatlon
County
Ext ent and Fate of P~ume
Contam!nant(s)
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ (leng~h/wldlh/dcRth, H._ k_no_w
_n_)_ _ _ _ _

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

Remarks

Independent
Na i 1
( fo nne rly Blak e
and J ohnson)

Beaufort

At least 50'/?/at least 55'
Fate - l ower part s of surff cl a 1 aquifer . Potentia 1 t o
recharg e Tertiary limestone
Aquifer .

Nitrate,
metals

Ito 1der private
we ll

Beaufor t

Extent - unkn own.
Depth - >50 ' .
Fate - unknown .

Fuel ofl

Abandoned
well

1 prl va te well

Roya l Pines
Suhdi vis i on

Beaufort

Extent - localized near spill
area .
Fate- nearby surface waters.

Nutrients

Fertilizer
splll(s)

None

Spills near golf-course maintenance
sheds . Aurnonla (71 RKJ/ll. phosphorus
(16m<J.L!J. Wells Installed b~l!! !l.L_

Sea Pi nes
Pl antation
wate r- table
aquifer

Beaufort

Numerous plumes.
Fate - s urface waters . Some
potential for r echarge to
Tertiary lln~estone Aquifer.

Nutrients

Septic
tanks,
spray
Irrigation,
lagoons

None

SCOIIEC study (1981) found anmonla,
detergents , and bacteria In ground water
In several areas.

Wamchern (Beaufort) Chemical
Comp any

Bea ufo r t

Nutrients,
metals

Spray
field,
unlined
lagoons ,
pits ,
s ills

1 public well
(non-c011111unlty)

Facility Is now closed . Investigation
required by SCDIIEC prior to closeout .

llanahan Oe f ense
Fuel Depo t

Berkeley

·-500'/"-500' /'-35'
Fate - nearby surface
water.

Jet fuel
(JP-4)

Spills

None

Primarily nuisance problem. During wet
weather, water table (and fuel) surfaces
In r esidential area , causing odo r prob lem . Studied by SCOIIEC and Defense
Depar:tment.
_____ _

Santee Ri ve r
Hool Combing
Con1pany

Berkeley

Shallow aquife r underlying ~ lO . g ac res
Is con taminated to a depth
of a t l eas t 30' .
Fate - Sant ee River .

Nutrients,
metals,
phenols

Sl udge
landfill

None

Sludge from anaerobic lagoon pumped
into landfill fo r disposal . Continued study In progress.

Or0wn private

Calhoun

localized ncar well.

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

Calhoun

"- 1000'/ ~6 00'/at

Metals,
nitrate

Spray
I rr lga tion

None

lagoon

IIone

In 1980, high concentrations of o~etals
and nitrates detected . lagoon Improp erly abandoned . Recent analyses fn d!~ate dec reasing trend -; in con centration. In Burton rnharqc arl"<l .

Well mlst~ken for ~1el oil tank intake
In 1975 . large amount of fuel oi 1
pumped Into well tapping the Tertiary
lfn~eston e Aquifer.
About 500 gallons
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_r~t~•m~p~e~d~o~
ut.
___ _ _
Ka 1ama SpecIalty Beaufort
late r al exten t - ~ 1 ac re .
MOAS , metals ,
Tile field,
None
SCDII£C and the company have Investigated
Chemi cals
Ve r tical ex t ent - at least
organics
lagoon,
contamination . Tile field and lagoon
(fonuer l y Vega
55 '.
drum storage
have been closed out. Spill pn~venlion
ChCcm i cals)
Fate - r echa r ge potential for
surface, runo1easures required at drum stor·a1e and
Te r tia ry limestone Aquifer
off, spills
production areas . C0111pany t ent.at iv~>ly
Is high .
plans to s hut . down in · l<IIIJ . Uear
-------------------=c :e:::':.:' .:l:..:e::..:r__:uc:.I_.;.:.
Ou::.r:...t::c:o:;n rc c h_a.r !lll_~!:l!~------

Jo
.p.
I

Multipl e plumes .
l a teral exte nt - ~ 3 acres
Verti cal ext e nt- at least
JO ' .
Fate - McCall ey 's Creek,
__ _
rec harge _po ~e_!l_tl_al unknown .

-- - -- ,

~I C 11

Carol ina Ea s t ma n

least
37'
Fate - Conga r ee River .

Spray Irrigation area has been enlarged
to reduce application rate and Induce
pl ant uptak e of nitrate . Continued
monitoring .

Rem~orks

Trace concentration s of tetrachloroethylene and trichloroethy lene
detected In lalloratory-pr ocess water in
1977 . Culligan building previously a
dry-cleaning establlshw , nt. UnderlaIn
by the Cooper Marl.

Discovered by discharge into river .
Upgrading of facll i ty In progress to
prevent future leaks. Soli Is being
tested for OCFT content. further study
_______ _ _!_~!_progress. Under) .~_D!, _by__f~op_e_!:_M_~r:_~ ~ -Trident Landfill
Ol4P -005

Charleston

Lateral extent - 1antlflll
per i111eter .
Vertical extent - at least 20'.
Fate - nearby surface waters

Oroad River

Cherokee

~. ZQ0'/7/ >2 0'

Orick

Ca ro I a~m
Industry

TOC, heptachlor Landfill

None

Monitoring wells Installed Ly SCllli£C.
Site underlain by Cooper Marl.

Fuel oil
Splll In
None
Discovered as discharge into tributary
Fate - unnamed tributary of
fuel storof Broad River.
Oroad R_iver.
a e area
Chester
Lateral extent - unknown.
Organics
Hazardous
1 private well
Discovery through routine monitoring
Ver tical extent - greater
waste
of surrounding domestic wells .
than 40' .
storage
Fate - deeper parts of
bedrock aquifer and
--------~nearoy cree k· ----------- ---------------------- ----------- ----------- ---------------------- ---------------------

Tabl e I (continued) .
N~cn e of
S1lua lion

Es llm.1tc cl
Major
County
. f xtc!nl an d f Jle of P-lume
Contamlnant(s)
·- __ .... ____ _LJe~ •.?l:!~! ~_th( de~t~l!.._!!__!!lo~_~)__----~~ .

Source(s)

Water- Supplie s
flffe t: t cd

Remarks

· - - - - -------·-

- - - -- - -- - ·---·- - - - -

Industrial
Chemica 1
Company
landfill
JI.IP-105

Chester

, 350'/ ~ 200'/at

least 15'
Fate -Wildcat Creek .

Me tals ,
organics

landfill

None

Winds or Park
Subdivision

Ches t e r field

~300'/~ 1200'/~25'

Bacteria

Sewage
infll tratlon

12 private
wells

Cla r endon

Exact extent unknown.
lateral extent - ~ 75'
Fate - nea rby surface
water

Metals

Transmis s ion
lines

None

Clarendon

localized ncar well.

Gasoline

Underground
s t orage
tank

1 private well

Gasoline (2 . 0 ncg/1).

Clarendon

Multiple plumes .
lateral ex tent - unknown
Vertical extent - at
least 20'.

Gasollne

Underground
storage
tanks

At least
2 pr i vate
well s

Private ~1ells located near three service stations.

As tin -ltill
Manufa c t e ri ng

Colleton

llal chem

Colleton

Extent - unde tennlned ·
Phenols
Lagoons
None
SCDitEC ntonttorlng well contained
Fate - nearby surfa ce
100 ug/1 phenols and specif i c con wate r.
ductivity 750 umhos/cm i n 1979.
-------------------------------------------~l~
agpon2_!!e be~hase~~~--
~ 200'/~ 100'/at l east 10'
Organics
Unlined
None
Ground- wa ter monitoring continuing.
Fate - Ashepoo Riv er.
l agoon
~agoons are scheduled to he lined ,
Localiz ed near well .
Gasoline
Under1 private well
Dlscus'slons wllh owner Indicates aban gr ound
doned storage tank (500 gallons) used
storage
as farm s upply may be cause of
t ank
pr oblem .
lat e ral ex t ent - landfill
Maintenance problems , such as nonMeta 1s
None
Landfill
pe rimeter .
Installation of dally cover c ontribut~s
Verti cal ex t ent - ~ 15' .
to ground- water problem .
Fate • Be llyache Creek.

- -

Fate - small unnamed
creek .

- -·-

f ederal Mogul

- · - ·-- · -

·-

----

. Nelson private
l·ce ll

. I

Documented !)round -wate r contamination ca se s in South Ca r olina up t o December, 191!2 .

Pax vlllo ·

co pr ivate we lls
O'o
I

~.q.rporatlon

Carrawa y
pri va t e well

Da r ling ton

Da rlingt on
Cou nt y
l and f i II
OWl' 060

Dar lington

J oh nson pr iva te
well

Da rlingt on

localiz ed near well.

Gasoline

Two monitoring wells Installed by SCDit[C
Indicate landfllllog activities are
Impacting ground water . Proposal to
Install an upyradient and add I tiona I
downgradient wells to meet ltazarclous
Waste Management Regu Ia t1 ons has been
submitted .
Subdivision with Individual shallow
bored 1~e lis . A.rea Is sewered but manholes were not properly constructed.
CHy_ water Is now t~sed .__
Underground bro~en sewer line
process water to enter ground water.
Discovered as seepage Into ditch.
_fu!:_t_!ler study needed.
______ _

Under1 private well
Two samples showed I . 1 and 1. 6 mg/1
ground
gasoline . County water available.
stor age
tanlr..:..__ __ _ _ _ __ __ __

Table I (continued) .
Name of
Situation

Documented ground-water contamination cases in South Carolina up to Decemher, 1902 .
[s t imated
Extent and fate of P-lume
( leng~h/•~idlh/d cpt h , 1f known)

County

Sonoco

Oar 1 i ng ton

,Johnson
llronze

Dorchester

La r9 e a rca of sha 11 ow
contamirrat ion ("-2400' I
"-10 , 400' /'•·50' )
____ __ fate - _1!_1aJ=_k_ Creek .

Major
Contamlnant(s)
BOO, TOS,
TOC

Slight contamination limited
to s hallow aquifer ("-30' ).
Probable fate - Rumphs Uill
Creek.

Me tals

Source(s)

Landfills,
lagoons,
spray
___i~r~r~i.!J.._ation
Improper
disposal
of metal
wastes

Water-Supplies
Affected
None

None

Remarks
Cornplcte ground -water invl'!~ ligation
near cornplet ion . Alternative waste disposal methods to be umsideretl .
Restricted to sl~a_llow ~-~!.!_ifer:..:_ _ __ __ _
SCOII[C and company mont loring we II s
indicate ground water cnntarniMtr:d
with metals. !Pad (0.07 m<J/1) and
chromium (0.15 mg/1) . Site underlain by

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~co~op~~~r l ~.--------------------~-----

'

():)

.......
I

Pantry Shelf
Convenience
Store

Oorcheste r

Extent- loca lized in spill
area .
Pr obable fate - Chandler
Creek.

Gasoline

Transmission
1 ines

None

Leak reported by facility. leak located
between under!) round gaso 1 ine storage
tank and distribution 'l Ump.

Rosa Sma ll
privat e well

Dorches t er

localized near well.

Gasoline

Suspected
underground
storage
tank

1 private well

SCOilEC study (1976) detenuinod nearby
se rvice station as source. Contamination restricted to shallow
aquifer by underlying Cooper M~rl.

Extent - unknown.
Fate - unknown.

DllCP

Peach
orchard
application,
abandoned
we lls,
spi 11 s

3 private wells

Low level (1 to 5 ppb) of the nematocide
have been confi nned in severa 1 private
and SCDIIEC wells
Application ban
is!tued by EPA . hernption ( 1902) for use
of DllCP by South Carolina peach growers
withdrawn.

E.dg e fi el d

Extent - landfill perimeter.
Fate - nearby surface water.

Metals

landflll

None

Chromium (0. 1 mg/1), lead (0.07 mg/1),
and mercury (0 . 003 mg/l) detected.

Ed!)efieli:J

localized near well.

liasoline or
fuel oil

Spi 11/leak

1 private weli

Private well located near truck stop .

Edgefield

large a rea of s ha llow
contamination (1200'/600'/
"-40')
Fate - nearby surface

Petroleum

Spi 11/leak,
1 ines/tank

Gasollne,
chloroform

Unknown

Mnr·rison
fdgefield
pri vate
we ll
--------Williams
pr iva te
well
Yonce___ _
private
well
f<i.je-fi e I d
r:urrnty
t.andfi 11
lli·IP - 01\0
sci~~=-i·'Y-

'll'i vate
well
s ~lcet w a l er
Con111rrni ty

____________ _

Co vingt on

Edgefield
Florence

Studied
tion is
private
storage

by SCDI~C in 1979. Contamina low- level. Discovered in a
well located near petroleum
a rea.

_uW~ ~

localized nea r well.

~ ~~a le we!_!

Dupont
Sl udge
Disposal
Si le

private well
spring

large area (' · 10 acres) of
s hall ow co nlam ina lion
· (at lea s t 25 ' in dl!pth)
~ate - trihularies to

Nit1
Nitrate

1 private well
Service station locat~d nearby . Ito
------------------------~
s~tic t~k located ~~roper~----Spray
None
~1onftoring wells indicate N0 as high
irrigation

3
as 32 mg/1 after J4-5 years in oper·allon.
Alternative wastP. - dispn~-.1 lllf'lho<l s
to be implemented in Spring, 1903 .

Grca t Pee ()crcJ!~~r ·-------------- - - - ---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ------------------ -------------

Tabl e 1 (continued) .
IIJnle of

I

<X>
<X>
I

Documented ground-water contamination cases in South Ca ro 1 ina up to Decembe r, 1902.

Es l imalcd
Extent and rate of Plwne
( lenq~h/wldth/depth, ·if known)
_ _ ____:c..:..::.__:...:...2...:.:..

S ltua tton

. County

Eaddy's
Phillip's
66 Station

Florence

~ 100'/~ 200/ > 10'

Major
Contomtnant(s)
Gasoline,
fuel otl

Source(s)
leaks,
underground
ptpe and
storage
' tank

Water-S upplies
Affected

Rcmar~s

None

Contamination investlqat~d onlv after
storm drain In Lake City
caught fire . Appear to be sever a 1 .
sources of gasoline and fuel oil. Indications of numerous previous spills.
Recovery action to collect ga~ol iue
·- - - -· --------------·-------------~P:!..r~ov=ed semi -e ffe<;_!~e_._ __ _ _ _____
llutchinson
florence
localized near well.
Septic
Nitrate
1 public well
filtrate (11.4 n!<J/1) in public water
tank
supj!_ly_,__~J.!y__
~_aJ._~_r__ !l_o~ _
T ra iler~P~a~r~k-----------------------------------------------------·
u_sed_, _______ __ _
Kopper • s
F1ore nce
large area contaminated
Creosote
lagoon/
2 private wells
Stttdled In 19111 by SCOIIEC. further
Company
by plume (2500 ' /50d/ >5d)
landfannstudy by the company in progress to
Incorporated
Fate - unknown.
lng
dete :--mine plume dimensions and fate.
------~----------------------------------------------S~our~es removed.
Georgetown
GeorgeExtent-~ 11 . 0 acres
Metals,
1 prl va te we 11
landfill/
SCDIIEC study ( 1980) detected e 1eva led
Stee l and
town
contaminated to depth of
nutrients
abandoned
levels of metals and nutrients.
Ferreduction
~ 30'.
dump
further studies by c~npany . Worst
Fate - nearhy surface water,
source has been capped with clay.
possible contamination of
Underlain by old county dump.
underlying limestone aquifer.
Pa1~ley's
GeorgeLatera 1 ex tent - perimeter
MOAS
Spray
Four monitoring wells sampled 3 times
None
Island
town
of spray field .
Irrigation
In 1 year at this spray irrigation
laundromat
Vertical extent - ~ 20'
facility . MilAS detected in each, as
Fate - nearby surface wale~
high as 30 n19/l {SCOIIEC study, 1900) .
Site conditions Include very penneahle
surficial sands, and shallow water
table.
Strickland
Georgetown
Approx lma te ly 5 acres, conSaltwater
Dredge
1 private well
Salty dred!re sp·o 11 rd ac~d In
private well
taminated to a depth of 30 to
spoil
abandoned coquina mine . SCDII£C WP.lls
35 feet.
indicolling high conrluctivity were used
Fate- Murrell ' s Inlet.
to det~rmi1~. extent of plume.
American
Greenville ~ 170'/?/~10'
Metals,
lagoon
Uone
lagoon close-out Is completed .
lloechst
Probable Fate - White Plains
organics
Branch.
Probable fat e - storm
dra ins, nearby surface water.

- --- - ------ Caro l ina

Greenville

P 1a ti ng

Colon ial
Pi pe line
Compolny
Sp ill

Greenville

S j t.P 1

Co l onia l
Pipeline
S~i

11

Site 2

Greenville

Small area of contamination

--- - -- ·

("'50' f-c200' /16')
Fate - Reedy River,
possible contamination of

Meta 1s

lagoon

tlone

lagoon close-out is planned.

p~drock -~life~-~--------------------------------------------------large area of contamination (~200~400'/~25')
Fate - little Durbin
Creek.

~ 700 ' / ~ 1000'/at

least 40'
Probable Fate - Durbin
Creek.

Fuel oil,

Trans111isslon
line rupture

TOC, fuel
oil

TransNone
mission
11 ne rupture

TOC

None

Spill 1 occurred on Hay 13 , 1979 when
394,128 gallons of home heating fuel
escaped from a ruptured pipeline .
129,528 gallons were not recovered . On
June 16, 1979, at spill 2, 39~,800
gallons of horne heating fuel oil
escaped from a 7-foot long rupture In
a pipeline . Of this amount a reported
32,130 gallons were not recovered . The
facility installed 111onltoring wells
at both sites ~1hich indicate increasing concentrations In TOC.

Table I (continued).
Name of
Situation
Cro~m

Metro

Documented ground-~1ater contamination cases in South Carollna up to Qecember, 1902.

County

__

Greenville

Es tim.l tctl
Extent and fate of

P~ume

(leng~h/wldth/depth, ' tt known)

Major
Contamlnant(s)

Source(s)

W&tcr-Suppllcs
Affected

Remarks

_,;___

llrea of contamination snt<lll
localized in lagoon area .
Organics found at depth of

Organics

Lagoons

None

further study is planned.

Metals,
acid

Abandoned
lagoon,
chenllca 1
handling/
storage
areas
Unknown

None

SCOIIEC Investigation (february 1979)
found shallow aquifer contaMinated.
Further study to determine dimensions
of plume and methods for ground-water
recovery In progress by company .

None

Lontamination detected when qasoline
seeped Into excavat lnro ~;11~11ected
source(s) are as statPd.

Lagoon

None

Further study Is planneJ .

"' 5'.

General
Battery

Greenville

Greenville
County
Service
Center

Greenville

rara -Chem
Southern
I

CX>
lO
I

Fate - !tuff Creek, bedrock
,!ll.!!i fer.
1200'/400'/25'-30'
fate - White Plains Branch,
potential vertical migration to bedrock aquifer.

Long, narrow plume
("-90'/"-30'/"-5' thick 9' -14 I)
----~f~a~t~ee-- nearby surface water,
Greenville Lateral extent - known to
be at least 6' from lagoons.
Vertical extent - 30',
Probable fate - Durbin

Gasoline

Greenvi lle

Chromium

Phenolics,
lead

------------------~Creek, bedro~~a~uif~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Union
Ul eacltery

Area of contamination
localized In bank of
langston Creek, the
area below facility's
dam and pumping
station .
Probable fate - Langston

---~C~re~e~k bedroc~~qu ~
if~e~r~·------·
W ~5 t e rn
L ~r 0lin a
Pu.oli•: Sr.~1er

Greenville

1\VX

Hurry

Unknown

High chromium concentrations found In
Langston Creek (bordering facility)
l~itlated ground-water Investigation.
Ground water found to contain as high
as 2740 ing/1. Ground-water recovery
program i'n itiated. Bedrock aquifer
also contains elevated chromium con------------------~---~c~en~t~r~ation~s~·-----Phenols,
Landfill
None
More extensive ground-liilter monitoring
metals,
well network planned.
TOC
None

Lateral extent - Unknown.
Vertical extent- at least
15'.
Authrri t.y
l'rohable fdte - uunamed
Jli!~-:h_2_ ___________ stream, bed!_"oc! aq'-'u'-'1'-"f.::e.;..r.;...----------------------Westinghouse Hampton
~· 500'/ "- 250'/ "- 50'
Phenols
lagoons,
None
SCDIIEC report (April 1980) found
fl ectrlcal
Probable fate - Sanders
tank fann/
concentrations up to 234,000 ug/1.
r:ompany
Branch.
pump house
Recovery program soort to be in
~---- - _ _:_ _____ ____ _ ________
area.J.2P.I ll..::.s____ . ________o:;.op:. :"e r' at I on.
Corporation

"-240' /7/•'- 15'
fate - nearby ditch, surface
water, possible vertical
migration.

Chromium,
TOC

Sludge
disposal

Hone

Previous facility owner.~nerl,an
Gear and Plnlon,disposed rr.etalbearing sludge lr.to ditch and then
covered. Present owuer investigating pos~lbllily of vertllal
mlgratton of contaminants .

Table 1 (continued).
Name of
Situation
Garden City
Shopping
Center

County
Horry

Oocunented ground -water contamination cases in South Carolina up to December, 1982 .
Es tlma led
Extent and Fate of Nume
(leng~h/wtdth/depth, ·if known)
lateral extent - at least
132 • from lagoon.
Vertical extent - at least

. l·lajor
Contam1nant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

TOS, MBAS

lagoon

None

Metals

Disposal

Hone

26' .

Probable fate - nearby
surface waters, vertical
migration to deeper
aquifer.
Grove Manufactoring
Company

llorry

•c50' /670' /'>·10'

Fale - nearby surface
water.

a~a

- -

Myrtle Oeach !lorry
Air Force
Uase

---

Pine Vall ey
Estates

Horry

I

\0

0

!

-·- -·--·-

Scotchman
Convenlence
Slore

!lorry

Seabreeze
Trailer
Park

llorry

Strickla nd
!lorry
pr ii'·J te well

Shallow ground water
contaminated within approx imately 1/2 acre area.
Probable fate - nearby
ditch.

Jet fuel (JP-4)

Spill

Hone

Sma 11 a rea of contamination (at least 20'/
70' /12') confi ned to shallow
a(tuifer.
Prohable fate - Schoolhouse
Oranch.
"-400' / '·100' /water-table
surface.
Fate - nearby surface
water.

Anlnonfa

Holding
ponds

None

Gasoline

Underground
storage
tanks

Hone

lateral extent - known to
occur at tile field
perhneler.
Vertical extent-~ 15'.
Fate - nearby surface
water.

Nitrate

Septic
tanks

None

localized near well .

Organtcs

Improper
storage
of chemIcals near
well , poor
well construction

I prlva te
well

Rl!tllarks
Hi ne 5f.OII£C mn it or i ng we 11 s a round
this unltned, aerated, oxidation lagoon
for domestic wastewater, Besides contaminants listed, elevated concentrations of nutrients were detected 40
n~ters from lagoon.
Site conditions
include very penDeable surficial
sands and high water table.
Improper disposal of listed hazardous
waste led to ground-water contamination
by mercury and barfUilt, Further study
in progress by company.
120,000 gallons spilled. frenchdrain recovery system Installed
intnediately after spill In
January, 1980. 75-100 gallons/day
recovered. Further recovery planned.
Elevated anmonfa concentrations (over
backgr·ound) Indicate contamination of
confined S·ha llow aquifer.

Gasoline found In manhole In
October, 1981 . SCOHEC Investigated,
Installed monitoring wells and
advised appropriate personnel regarding safety hazards due to presence of explosive levels of gasoline vapors in manhole 1 and In
recovery trench. Clean- up actions
are not presently required. Flash
fire occurred recently (Noven~ber,
1982) due to explosive gasoline
vapors.
Two wells In area of small, concentrated
tile fields. Three to four trailers
share a single septic tank/tile field,
which recelveo; poor effluent renovation from permeable sedln~nts and
hiqh water table . Concentrations as
_high ~s t6 ntg/1 detected ,ln 19HO .
lassQ ( 1. 73 mg/1), (.arbofuran ( 4. 0 ug/ 1 ),
Carbaryl (0.36 ug/1) .
. '-

Table 1 (continued).
flame of
Sltua tion

E.l . DuPont
May Plant

County
Kershaw

lugoffKershaw
Elgin
lanllfill .
OWP -0011
&llA
- -- --··. -.Hade Snta 11
Kershaw
Residence
lancaster
City
landfill
DWP -025
I

1.0

.....I

- --- lehiyh lancaster
-Moses
private
well
Simpson
private
well
- -Torrington
Company

Es tima ledExtent and Fate of P~ume
(leng~h/wtdth/depth, ·tr known)

. Major
Contamtnant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

lateral extent - lagoons
perimeters.
Vertical extent - at least
10'.
Fate - Wateree River,
migration to deeper
agulfer.
lateral extent - localized
at · landftll perimeter.
·Vertical extent-~ 15'.
Probable fate - Flat Branch.

Metals

lagoons

Hone

Metals

landfill

Hone

Burial of
pesticide
containers
landfill

Hone
Hone

-- ---

- - - - - - ---- -

·-·- ---

-··-- -

Pesticide

Latera 1 ex tent - limited
to landfill perimeter .
Vertical extent - at
lea's t 15'.
Fate - Camp Creek,
bedrock iHIU I fer .
~300' /~300' /•v20'
Fate - Turkey Quarter
Creek.

Metals,
organics

Metals,
acid

lagoons

None

lancaster

localized near well.

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

laurens

localized near well .

Fue 1 oil

Above
ground
storage
tank
llazardous
waste
storage
Impoundments
landfill

1 private well

lancaster

lancaster

laurens

lee County
landfill
DWP -0311

lee

/\11 led

lexington

Small plume of
. contamination.
(100'/7/at least 15')
Fate - unnamed tributary
of North Creek.
lateral extent - perimeter
of landfill.
Vertical extent - at least
25'.
Probable fate - lynches
River.
~ woo• /'-500' /at least 20'
Fate - Saluda River

------

Remarks
Monitoring ~ells adjacent to
lagoons detect chromtu. and A~rcury
concentrations above standards.

localized near seep area .

--·

rlhers and
Plastics
Corporation

Oocunented gt·ound-water contamination cases In South Carolina up to December, 1982.

Mercury,
flour ide

Meta 1s

Meta 1s,
nutrients,
TDS, phenols

Unlined
lagoons

,

Hone

Monttortng wells Installed by SCOIIEC
In fulflllPtent of Open Dump Inventory
Agreement. Elevated metals concentratlon constitute classt(lcatlon
as open d~.
Basement water seep contained
pesticides.

"

Monitoring wells Installed by
SCOIIEC as part of Open Dump
Inventory detect elevated levels of
n~tals and organics.
Cons t ltutes
classification as open dunp.
··----- - - -- Waste sulfuric acid lagoons have
been close out and replaced wt th
treatment system and regional
sewer discharge.
Private well analysis Indicated
gasoline (8.9 mg/l)present In well
water.
Fuel, oil contamination In a private
well thought to be result of leaky
above ground home fuel tank. Public
water not av_~llab~ Monitoring continuing.

None

landfill monitored (SCDIIEC ntOnitorlng
wells) as part of Open Dump Inventory.
Elevated metals concentrations constltute classification as open dunp.

None

Ground-water Investigation conducted as
part of facility's overall environmental
assessment. Elevated concentrations of
metals localized near lagoons. Impact
l~ apparently limited to on-site shallowwater-table aquifer. Monitor!!Jg · continuing.

Table 1 (continued).
Name of
Situation

I

lO
N

DoctMnented ground-watrr contamination cases in South Carolina up to Decelllber, 1982.

County

Estimated
Extent and .Fate of Nurne
(length/width/depth, ' tr known)

large area of CGntaminatton.
Carol ina
lexington
(At least 600' J-.. 200' / "-40')
Chemical
Probable fate - ~ertical
companv
Columh1a
migration to deeper aquifers,
Si:< Mile Creek.
Metropolitan
~!P.ort _________________
Caro 1Ina
LexIngton
Extent - contamination
Gravure
presently found In perched
water- table aquifer ("'50'/
"'50' /"'20')
· Probable fate - migration
to deeper water-table aquifer
___ ____ __ ____a:::;nc:.:d::...;Middendorf_l_qui fer.
Columbia
lexington
large area contaminated .
MetropGlitan
"'300' to north, "-155' to
n.1 rport
south of spill area. Fuel
trace foun•! 46 ' below ground
surface.
Fate - unknovm.
Dutchman
l exington
lateral extent - unknown.
Shores
Vertical extent - at least 35'
Su~divislon
Fate - lake Murray.

_MaJor
Contamtnant(s)

Source(s)

Pesticide

landfill

None

Unpernli tted buria 1 of etupty pesticide
bags resulted in contamination of
shallow aquifer by Lindane ( 43 ug/1)
and Toxaphene (570 mg/1) _ Further
study in progress.

Metals

lagoon,
spray
irrigation

None

Aviation
fuel
(JP-4)

Spills

None

Bacteria

Septic
tanks,
surface
runoff

1 public well

Ink wastes disposed of via pits In
sand with s0111e spray irrigation.
Lead as high as 5.6 n~/1, chromium
0. 62 mg/1, cadmium 0. 761 nKJ/1 . At
present, facility cooperath19 with
SCOHEC in study of possible recharge
areas.
Fuel storage area spill disccvered In
surface waters wh1 ch have now been
cleaned up . five monitoring wells
Installed by SCDIIEC . Indications
of prior sptlls. Appears several spills
have occurred in a rea .
SCOfiEC report (February 1981) coneluded the widespread occurrence of
bacteria in shallow aquifer result of
high density of septic tanks in area
and surface runoff .
Gasoline contaminated ground water
seeped into excavation. Excavation
constructed to repair water lines
(possibly affected by gasoline).
Suspected source: nearby abandoned
underground gasoline stora_ge tanks.
New city well could not be used.

Water-Supplies
Affected

I

Frink Street Lexington
and ·U.S. 321 .
ga soline seep

Extent - unknown
Fate - nearby ~urface water

Gasoline

Suspected
underground
gasoline
storage
tanks

None

leesville

lexington

localized near well .

Petroleum

Unknown

1 publtc well

leesville

lexington

lateral extent - unknown .
Vertical extent - at least 100'
Fate - dilution in aquifer .

Organics

Unknown

2 public wells

Parkwood
Subdivision
~~a ter- tab 1e
aquifer

lexington

Two plumes from same source
caused by two flow regimes.
a) 200' /7/at least 50'
b) 100'/7/at least 50'
fate - nearby stream/deeper
aquifer (7).

Gasoline

Suspected
underground
gasoline
storage
tank( s)

3 private wells

Re~~~arks

Eight organics found in 2 public
drinking water supply wells. Suspect
organics are from deqraded petrol!!um
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~P~r~o~d~ucts . Possibly relat~~o previous et~ry.
Pad9ett
lexington
150'/1/"-30'
Nitrates
Surface
1 private well
Abandoned well. Presently using
Poultry
Fate - nearby surface water.
infiltration
another water-supply source.
fann

------ - - -·- - - - -·

SCOHEC Investigations have not been able
to determine source(s) .

lilb.le 1 (continued).
flame of
Sttua tlon
Power Otl
Company

Documented ground-water contamination cases In South Carolina up to December, 1982.
Estimated. Major
Water-Supplies
Extent and Fate of P~ume
County
Contamlnant(s) Source(s)
Affected
Remarks
(leng~h/wldlh/depth, H known)
lexington
Small area of contaminaGasoline
UnderNone
Facility reported loss of 200,000
tion.
ground
gallons (suspected) regular grade gasoFate - stonn drains,
transline leaked fr~n underground transmission
nearby surface water.
mission
lines connecting tank and distribution
1ine
pumps . Remedial or recovery action s
not econ~nically feasible.
lexington
~ 130'/ ~ 140'/30 -70'
Metals,
Surface
2· prl va te wells SCOHEC (1981) conducted ground -water
Fate - undetennined.
organics
lnftltratlon,
contamination investigallon . The
stockpiles
site has been scheduled for clean-up
acti on funded by EPA Superfund .

South
Carolina
Recycling
and Disposal
(Oixiana
~!_t~·--
Springdale
l ex ington
priv ate
well
Inland
Container
Company

I

ID

w
I

600' /150' / >20'
Fate - deepe r aquifer
recharge.

Lexington

lntermtttant contamination evidenced In wells
adja cent to lagoon (~
depth 5').
Fate - unnamed tributary
of Twelve Mil e Creek
·- - ------ - - - - -- ---------- - - - Swansea Hun- lexington
Extent - perimeter of lagoon.
cipal Sewage
Contaminated ground water
Trea tmen t
found at depth of ~ lo' .
Plant
Fate - nearby surface water.

Gasolfne

Spills

1 private well

Metals

Septic
tank/
tile
field

None

Metals

lagoon

None

Vi se
private
well

lexington

localiz ed near well.

Fuel
oil

Wood
Brothers
Incorporated

lexington

300' /25' 1 ~·25'
Fate - nearby surface
water.

Acetic
acid

J .P. Stevens Ma r lboro
De Ita 3

Fini shing
PlJnl

Large area of contamination . ~800' I

~ zoo•

r-Jo '

Fate - nearby surface water,
possibility of vertical
·- - --- - - -"::.:.1.,_.1gz.:.ra t ion.

Nitrate,
TDS

Underground
home heating oil
tank
Septic
' tank

Spray
Irrigation

1 private well

1 private well

None

SCrntEC study (August 1980) concluded
source to be gasolfne station leaking
gasoline fr~n aboveground storage tank s.
City water now used .
Chromium (0.82 Alq/1) and lead (0 . 65
llltJ/1) detected In 1980 . llowever , 1981
analysis Indicates decreasing trend.
Potential recharge area for Middendorf
aquifer. Septic-tank system receives
Industrial wastewater containing Ink and
starch .
leaky lagoon In flood plain of small
stream. Host of the contaminated
ground water discharges to stream.
[leva ted chromlun ( 1.1 m!J/ll and
lead (1.38 mg/1 ). High iron (200 mg/1)
and nickel (0 . 4 mg/1) detected.
Kerosene (243 mq/1) found In private
well . Susj•ected source is nelghb(lr's
home oil fuel tank.
SCDHEC study determined odor an·d Iron
resulting from rapid movement of food
processing waste to water table.
c~npany provided well owner with city
water.
·
Monitoring wells at spray field indicate
N03 as high as 51 n1q/l.l'ublic and
private water-supply wells nearby .

Table 1
N~mc

(c~ntinued).

of

S ttua t1on

~
~
I

County

Documented ground-water contamination cases In South Carolina up to December, 1981.'.
Es timJ led
Extent and f~te of P~ume
( leng~h/wldlh/depth, ·If known)

. Major
Contamlnant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
!\ffected

f anuer·s
Nulual
Ex.: hange
~~!Jdft ll
Marlboro
County
Landfill
OWP - 01.'7

Marlboro

Metals,
organics

Landfill

None

Marlboro

Metals

Landfill

None

Five Fo rks
Laudfl ll
OWP -084

Oconee

landfill

None

Ethyl
Corporation

Orangeburg

Gcc rgiar a c ifl c

Orangeburg

( fonuerly
llolly llill)
Lumber Co.
__
Woodford
Grain

Small area of contamination.
Vertical extent- at least 55' .
Fate - nearby quarry and surface water.

Orangeburg

Localized near well.
Well depth unknown but

Lateral extent - southern
Metals
landfill perimeter.
Vertical extent- at least 30'.
Fate - nearby surface waters
Lateral extent - multiple plumes Organics
present on site.
Vertical extent- at least 60' .
Fate - vertical migration to
Santee Limestone Aquifer.

Orangebur(J

~ prin-J

---------- - - -- -sa.-.gamo
Pickens

Lateral extent - 600'
Vertical extent - shallow
Fate - spring

Supply well has been properly abandoned.

Fuel
oil

Spt 11 s

None

Lindane

Backs I phoning
of pesticide tank
into well
Underground
storage

1 private well

Wastewater fr0111 lagoons contarntnating
shallow and limestone aquifer with phenol
(8.5 mg/1) and COO (400 mg/1) . Specific
conductivity measured as high as 1100
umhos/cm In shallow wells. Lagoons have
been abandoned.
Well now abandoned . Public water available In area. Lindane (0.494 ppb).

Gasoline

PCB's

Anchor
Richland
Conttnc11t.al
Incorporated

"'150'/"-25'/ <10'

Toluene

Ash land
Chemi cal
Comapany

Latera re-xfenf ~u-nknown.
Vertical extent - at least

iHch land

25'.

fate - continued lateral
migration, possible verti cal migration .

Landftlltng activities Impacting
sha 11ow ground water with chrootiiJll and
~~~ercury.

~pring

t..; r;~ :;

Fate - Gill Creek

burial of pestlcld~ waste.
Monitoring continuing.

1 pub lie we 11
(non -con1nun ity)

[nltre contaminated area
unknown . ( 1300'/7/'c50')
Fate - Towns Creek, po tential for vertical
migration.

We<. toll

One-tin~

Lagoon,
spray
I rrigat ton

>100'.

Yarborough
private

Remarks

~cld

Dumps

None

Underground
toluene
storage
· tanks
Pit

None

None

Presence of sprlnq In an:a of very lIttle
relief indicates good aquitard to
prevent vertical migi·ation of contaminan l s.
Geohydrologtc study conducted by SCOIIEC
In 1976 concluded shallo~ and deep
contaminated with PCB's, In concentrations of 40 ppb and 7. 5 ppb,
respectively. facility operations
have been upgraded to prevent subsurface
leaks
Discovered as seeps Into Gill Creek . Recovery well In place. Extent of problem
Is unknown.
Unpenuttted neutraltzatl-onptt receiving wash-water containing acid .
Monitoring well tnstallec near pH
exhibited elevated specific conductivity and depressed pH . Further .
study recoo1nended.

Table 1 (continued).
Name of
Sltua t ion
Cardinal
Chemi cal
Company

Ri chland

Ci ty of
Co l u111bi a
Equi pment
Servi ces
fa cility

Richl and

----·
Derr ick
pr ivate
well

J:,
U1
I

County

Oocunented ground -water contamination cases in South Carolina up to Oece111ber, 1982 .
Estimated.
Extent and Fate of P~ume
(length/width/depth, H known)

. Major
Contamlnant(s)

Wides pread occurrence of
c.:Jntamination .
Fate - di scharge to
Gill Creek. Verti cal mi gration possibl e .
Extent - unknown .
Fate - nearby st ream.

Organ! cs,
tin

OrlJil
storage
site

Gasoline

Transmission None
line leak

Septic
1 private well
tank,
automobile
garage
Septic-tank/ None
tile-field

localiz ed near well.

Motor
oil,
bacteria

Fairfield
Chemi cal
Company

Richland

Organics

llenry
pr ivat e

Ri chland

l ateral extent - adjacent to
tile field .
Verti cal extent - at least 6' .
Fate - nearby sur face water
loca llzed near we 11.

•1'! 11

Chemical
Compa:1y

Robb ins
and My er~

Ri chland

Ri chl and

l oc o~ont~

Shel l Oi l
Coutpany
(Ge rva is
and
llarclen)

Ric hland

Water-Supplies
Affected

Remarks

--~------ ·------------------ ----------------------------------

Ri chland

l i · .lau

Source(s)

-------- - - --- ___
Exten t - '" 2 •'Cres contaminated
t o de pt h of at least 20' .
fate - Congaree River, possible
vertical migrat ion.

At lea s t 50 '/7/46 '
Fate - pos sible verti cal
migration, possible con tamination of area well s .
latera l ex tent - unknown
Vertical ex ten t - ~ 2 5' .
Fate - toward Five Points
area .

Organics

None

Unknown

1 private we 11

- - - -·1\nmonia,
phenols

: ,;:;.~ ; o ~ : r:

)

overland
discharge

None

Metals

Tilefield

None

Gasoline

Underground
storage
tanks

None

Further study in progress to determine
vertical extent of contami11ation.
Facility planning warehouse con struction on burial site.

Strong gasoline odor emitted from sewer
drains at llall Institute . Odor traced
upstream to ~tream bank seep, then to
facility. Pipe leak discovered and
repaired . Recovery actions for gasoline
in stream in proqress . Evidence
Indicates multiple spills over extended
peri od of time.
Suspected sources upgradient from well
are septic - tank/tile-field system and
au tomob i1 e repaIr garage .
·
Non-permitted discharge of industrial
wastewater into septic-tank/tile- field
system cause of problem. Consultants
presently ~tu_~ying.
We 11 contaIns d ich 1oromethane ( 14 . B ug/ 1)
and tetra chloroethene (4.i ug/1) .
Source tmknown.
Geohydrvlogi cal :-. tudy completed by SCOIIEC
in August, 1979, concluded shallow ground
water contaminated ft·om phenols (up to
912 .0 ~/1), ammonia (252.0 mg/1), arid
chemical oxygen demand (up to 20,000
mg/1). Flashpoint of ground water
measured as 140°F. Specific conductivity
was 12,000 umhos/cm. Consulting firm
Investigating. Facility under consent
order.
•
Improper disposal of metal wastewater
Into tile field. Further study Is
planned.
Monitoring well detected 5 mg/1
oil, grease, and gasoline in ground water
at 23.3' . Soil analysis Indicated
>17,000 n~/kg in soil at depth of 25'
below land surface . The study concluded the soil and ground water were
contan1inated. The gasoline moving along
on top of water-table surface .

"
- - - ------- ---·-

----- - ---- ····----····-

Tab.le 1 (continued) .
Name of
Sl tuatlon

County

1

1

Es lima tedExtent and rate of P~ume
(leng~h/width/depth, ·H ki1own)

. Major
Contamtnant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

Remarks

South
Carol ina
Recycling
Disposal
(Bluff Road
site)

R\chland

No definitive plume found.
Vertical migration not
detenuined .
Fate - Myers Creek and/or unnamed stream, northeast and
southeast, respectively.

Organics,
metals

Waste
chemical
storage

1 private
well

Prellmin~ry ground-water study completed(l98;>)
by SCOitEC Involving 12 wells. Volatile
organics appear In all wells . lateral
movement has not been traced. Source
Is waste chemical storage. Clean-up
activities, funded by Superfund are
underway. further study regarding
extent and clean-up ground water contamination being ~eveloped.

Tn~m se nd-

Richland

large area of contamina tion. ~2000'/~80'/at least
75'.
Fate - great potential for
vertical migration.

Metals,
nitrate

land
disposal
of
effluent

None

Citizens complaint about dead trees lead
to discovery of land disposal of n~tal
platlng waste without treatment . Contaminating shallow aquifer with chromium
(41.0 n1g/1), cadmium (0.5 ml)/1). nitrate
(74 mg/1), and cyanide (1 . 05 n~/1).
Specific conductivity of ground water
as high as 7100 umhos/cm . Consulting
firms Investigated . Ground-water
recovery system presently In operation.
Site Is located In Middendorf
recharge zone.

Richland

~8oo~~6oo~'·20 1
Fate - Sunset Lake

Nitrogen,
flour ide

lagoon,
spray
Irrigation

None

Discovered after a fish kill below a
spring. First phase studied by company
with 33 wells has ·been completed.
Further study Is planned by the c~npany.
Ammonia as high as 909 mg/1, flouride
up to 125 mg/1.

llare
private
_ _w~.l_l_ ____

Saluda

localized near well.

Oil

Submerslble

1 private well

Private well analysts Indicated 2.88 mg/1
oil (t:tre used In submerslhle pump).

take

Saluda

localized near well.

Bacteria

Septic
tank

l private well

1976 (Water Supply) study found prohlem
liPllted to fracture ·system. Chlo.-lnation
now emp 1oy~d.

Abbott
private
well

Spartanhurq

localized near well.

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

Println~ c~t~any located near private
well. Owner coruplains of pink stain ·
present in plumhlng .fixtures . Concerned ·that fac illty' s septic tank ·
system (receiving dye rinse water) may
be contaminating well.

BatchelderUlasius
..----- Cartledge
_private
well- -- --

Spartanburg

At least 140'/400'/15'
Fate - Jlu•nies Creek.

Meta 1s,
otl

landfill

None

Drinking water well Indicates a steady
Increase in TOS and chloride . Further
stud In rogress .

Spartanburg

loca 11 zed uear we 11.

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

l e x tr·on
Sawc hain

~

Doc1.1nented ground-water contamination cases in South Carolina up to December , 1982.

Westinghouse
Nu c lear fuel
Oi vis ion

JUIO

private
well

~1as te

Tabl e- 1 (continued).
Name of
Situation

County

ll ational
SpartanS tilrch and
burg
Chem ica l
Company
( fonner ly
Char les S.
Tanner Co.)
Oobbin
Spartanburg
private
weil
Geddis
Spartanprivate
burg
well
Groce
Spartanlaboratories burg
lloec hs t
Fibers

Spartanburg

Internationa l
Wire
Products

Spartanburg

Pied1110nt
Rural
Water

Spartanburg

O!~~r.i ~t __··· --

- - __
Sumter

Doc1nnented ground -water contamination cases in South Carolina up to December, 1982.
Estimated
Extent and Fate of P~ume
(length/width/depth, if known)
600' tooo• /3&'
Fate - unnamed tributary to
Two Mile Creek, vertical
migration to bedrock
aquifer .

Major
Contaminant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

Nitrogen,
chloride,
TOS

Spray
irrigation

None

localized near well .

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

localized near well.

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

Private well analysis detected 3.9
mg/1 ga so 1i ne.

lateral extent - unknown.
Vertical extent- 161'.
Fate -Maple Creek. bed rock aquifer.
lateral extent - unknown.
Vertical extent - at least 33'.
Fate - Pacolet River

Organics,
metals

Spill,
landfill,
waste
pits
Sludge
spray
field/
sludge
disposal
site
lagoon,
overland
flow

l private well.

An EPA study (April 1981) determined
approximately 10 acres of soil was
contaminated. Ground-water quality
monj..tored using private wells.
One monitoring well detecting manganese
(7.2 mg/1), lead (0.12 mg/1).

Metals

I

lD

.......
I

Darnett' s
~ligrant

Shallow groundwater (depth
at least 35') contaminated
over approximately 2 acres.
Fate - lawson Fork Creek
and/or bedrock aquifer.

Organics

lateral extent - localized
Organics
at well.
Vertical extent - greater than
._ ____ _!_2_5_~-'- - - _F !!.~~ l!_n_l<_np_w!!_,__ __ _____ _ _
localized around well
Depth unknown.

Endosulfan

Extent - approximately 5
square miles.
Fate - nearby surface
water.

Nitrate

None

None

Peach
orchard

1 public well

Unknown

1 public well
( non-cOillllunity)

Remarks
Further study and monitoring indicates
continuing upward trends in concentrations. Also, basement aquifer
appears to be Impacted. Oi sposa 1
method has been changed.
Private well analysis showed gasoline
(2.5 mg/1 and 1.35 mg/1) in private well.

Presence of organics in monitoring wells
adjacent to lagoon and overland flow area
may be the · result of effluent migrating
to water table or Improper well construction techniques. further monitoring is needed.
One of the producing rock wells for
the pub 1I c water systems contaIns pes tlcide solvents. Well has been properly
abandoned .-- - - - --- -·- - --- ---- -- Endosulfan 0.8 ug/1 .

~

Oooth Fanus
water-table
aquifer

Sumter

SCOIIEC study (1981) deten11ined
highest nitrate concentrations (33250 n~/1) occur In areas ~here several
suspected nitrate sources are concentrated . Monitoring well recently
Installed In proposed subdivision area
(each designed to have individual
sept lc tank systems and sha 11 ow
well) detected 12 mq/1 nitrate . The
pub! ic well now found to contain tetra_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _____________...o.;
chloroeth_y_l_~ne (0 . 29 uqo~.:/...:.1_._).;_
. _ _ _ __
Fertilizer application,
septic
tanks,
animal
feedlots

2 private wells
1 public we 11

Tahle 1 (continued ).
Name of
Sltua t Ion

County

Docu1~nted

ground -waler contamination cases in South Carolina up to December , 1982 .

Estimated
Extent and Fate of

(leng~h/width/depth,

P~ume

H known)

. Major
Contaminant( s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

Remarks

SCDHEC study (1981) attempted to determine source. Further study needed
to determine lateral and vertical
extent of contamination. City water is
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~n~o~t,available. ----------------Nid:el detected Initially In public
Ex ide
1600' /1/"-50'
Sumter
1 public well
Septic
Nickel
water-supply well. SCDIIEC studied in
Battery
tanks,
Fate - Nasty Branch.
1974. Remedii!l . measures Included
pipe
continuous punpa9e of contaminated well
leaks,
to remove nicke 1 from shallow aquifer.
spills
Water-supply wells and receiving streams
Cherryvale
Sulldivlslon

Sumter

800'/400' /20- 30'
Fate - undetermined.

Gasoline,
lead,
chromium

Sptll

6 private wells

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c~o~n~t~t~nu~e~t~o~b~e~monltor_ ~e~d~·------------
Palmetto
Pigeon

Sumter

localized around well.
Fate - nearby surface
_ !'J~!l.L__________ ___ w~a~t:!:e:.!.r.!.._ _______ _________
Southern
Sumter
Large area of contamination .
Coatings
"<500'/250'/"-20'
fate - Turkey Creek.

I

1.0

co
I

Nl trate

Septic
tank

1 public well

Public ~ater-supply well contaminated
with greater than 10 mg/1 nitrates.

Metals

Lagoon

None

Metals

landfill

None

No-discharge lagoon Indicated contents
seepln«J Into 9round . Shallow monitoring
wells (SCDHEC) Indicate ground-water
contamination from chromium (0.46 mg/1),
Iron (170 DKJ/1), lead (0 .82 mg/1) and
total dissolved solids (19,400 mg~
Monitoring wells Installed by SCOIIEC
as part of Open Dump Inventory program
found to contain arsenic, chromium and
lead concentrations and constitutes
classification of this landfill as

• Landfill

( non-cOIIlilun I ty)

Sumter
County
landfill
OW11-09 1

Sumter

Sumler
County
Lamlflll
(Cook St.
__ { ~.!!~
Wrenn
private
well
Black
l!iv er

Sumler

Lateral extent - landfill
perimeter.
Ve r tical extent - at least 1S'.
Fate - Pocotallgo Swan~ .

Meta 1s

Sumter

localized near well.

Gasoline

Unknown

1 private well

Gasoline 2.66 mg/1.

Wi ll lams -

"-100'/"-100'/at least 25'
Fate - nearby swamp.

Organics,
metal

Abandoned
dump

None

Abandoned pesticide dump suspected to be
source of mys tertous "black ooze" surfacing In field. SCDIIEC (1981) monitorIng wells found high concentrations of
pesticides . Determined no thfeat to
nearby public drlnklng ·water ,upply
well.

l.uml! <?r

ton&pdny

Lateral extent - landfill
perimeter .
Vertical extent - at least 20 '.
Fate - Alligator Branch.

--- -------- - - ----

bur~

_____________.=.a::.n_.:o:~:p-=e::.
n ...::d.!!!'P.·--------------------
None
landflll unmanaged and used for
Industrial waste disposal .

Tahle 1 (continued) .
N~me of
Situation

County

lloclluented ground-water contamination cases in South Carolina up to December, 1902 .
Est huate~l
Extent and Fate of Nume
(leng~h/width/depth, If khown)

Major
Contamlnant(s)

Source(s)

Water-Supplies
Affected

Larimore
private
well
Hatkins
private
well

Wi 11 iamshurg

Localized near well.

Organics

Unknown

private well

York

Localized near well.

Organics

private well

CarolinaTran sco
Propane

York

Extent- ~ 1000'/7/~5 00'
Fate - Atmosphere.

Propane

Surface
water
infiltration,
spills
Storage
caverns

private well

~~a~r--------~----------------------------------------------------------------------CelaneseCelriver
Corporation

York

Extent - l·lultiple plumes
overlapping. At least
3000'/~ 1600' / >50'.
Fate - Catawba River,
nearby swales.

Organics,
metals

Leonard
Chemical
Company

York

~ 50'/7/at

least 19'
Fate - Ferry Branch, possible vertical migration.

Organics

Mitchell
pri va le

York

localized near well.

Gasoline

Palmetto
lane s

York

localized near well.

Nitrates

Porter
private
well

York

Localized ncar well.

Gasoline

Tr~ybor,

York

Small area contaminated.
Appears to 1 ·. ~ localized
near pon~ and well .

Taste and
odor

Landfill,
1 public well
waste acid (non-coamunity)
pits, flyash
lagoons,
chemical
· handling
storage

Remarks
Source of dlchloromethane 20.8 ug/l
unknown. Owner will have well
resampled.
Private well analysts Indicates 0.42 ppb
chlordane. Well located ~34' from
house. Possible source is termite treatment.
Liquid propane stored In 400 foot deep
caverns escapinq throuqh fracture networ·k in bedrock aquifer. Concentrations
as high as 6001!_ mg/~nitori~ contir.~ling.
Mont to ring results indicate the shallow
aquifer is contaminated with organic
compounds and Piela l s. [;(pans ion of
monitoring network to Include rock wells
is planned.

~reas

~
1.0 ·
I

~1 e ll

(,;cor_.1!.!!.!:-,?~ ted

-- - - - -

Drum storage area ,
waste burial site
Underground
gasoline
storage
tank
Abandoned
turkey
feedlot

Underground
gasoline
storage
tanks
Fire
pro ted ion
pond

None

1 private well

Recent sampling Indicates contamination .
Facility under order to continue monitoring . Resampling scheduled to confirm
contamination.
Private well on service station property.

1 pub 11 c we 11

Suspected source: abandoned turkey feedlot. Nitrates detected ranging between
10- 20 mg/1.

1 private well

Private well contaminated .
near service station.

1 public well

Algicide added to unlined fireprotection pond and associated taste and
odor has shown up In drinking water well.

located

APPENDIX I.
ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL GROUND-WATER PROTECTION DIVISION.
The table of organization and relationship of the Department of Health
and Environmental Control, Environmental Quality Control, and the GroundWater Protection Division are shown in Attachments 1, 2, and 3.

The Ground-

Water Protection Division consisting of geologists and technicians,
serves as consultants to various regulatory programs in DHEC.

Responsibilities

include:
1.

Review of engineering plans, permits, etc. submitted by permit applicants
for all land waste-disposal facilities, e.g., landfills, sludge
disposal, spray irrigation;

2.

Evaluation and investigation of on-site geohydrological conditions
for proposed land waste-disposal facilities;

3.

Investigation and reporting of ground-water contamination (including
follow-up assistance to agency enforcement personnel as appropriate
and required);

4.

Review and evaluation of public-water well specifications submitted
by permit applicants;

5.

Implementation and administration of regulations and enforcement activities
of the water well industry as required by amendments to the ' State Safe
Drinking ~Jater Act and Environmental Systems Operators Act.

6.

Preliminary design and implementation of state ambient ground-water
quality network and data base;

7.

Designation of major aquifers and aquifer systems including delineation
of critical recharge areas;

8.

Maintenance of compliance ground-water quality monitoring data base
as necessitated by state and federal programs;

9.

Provide technical assistance related to ground-water protection,
and as related to the development of public water systems;

10.

Implementation of State Underground Injection Control (UIC) program;

11.

Conduct limited programs for, federally funded, ground-water research.
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GROUND-WATER PROTECTION DIVISION
U.I . C. Program Activities
1. Administration and Program
development ·
2. Training
3. Public participation and
informatiQ.n.

I

l_

Director, D.A. Duncan

J

I
SURVEILLANCE,DATA MANAGEMENT SECTION
Geologist IV, J .~1. Ferguson

J
FACILITY IMPACT ANALYSIS SECTION
~il>Kht IV, Cllvde H. Livinl!ston

Program Activities'

Program Activities
A plan review and permit approval activity
for new or proposed land-disposal facilities
including:

):>

A coordinated activity to ensure compliance
with permit conditions, to investigate unreeulated activities and to maintain a data
system including :

rt
rt
Ill

1.

Evaluation of monitoring data submitted
by the permittee.

1.

Plan review

2.

Field inspections

2.

Sit~

3.

Bite (permit) approval

n

~

~

"'to:

3.

Performance of ground-water studies

<.N

4.

evaluations

Inititiate remedial action (consultation,
permit modification, or legal action)

ASSESSMENT AND DEVELOPMENT SECTION
Geologist IV, Gary G. Padgett
~

A plan reviev 'activity for public water supply
wells and regulating activities of the water
well industry.
1.

Geotechnical review and evaluation of
public water supply wells

2.

Regulation of the water well industry

3.

Acquisition and evaluation of hydrogeologic data

4.

Geophysical logging

4. Coordination vith District personnel
5.

Technical assistance

Program Activities

5.

Aquifer monitoring

S.

Technical assistanc~

6.

Ambient monitoring

6.

Special studies coordinator

I

I
U.I.C. Activities

U.I.C. Activities
1.

Data Management

2.

Surveillance and investigation

1.

Inventory and assessment of underground
inJection facilities

U.I.C, Activities
1.

Identification and designation of
aquifers.

I.

